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Foreword
Junior Achievement USA

Junior Achievement USA (JA ; JA USA ) is a nonprofit organization financed by businesses,
foundations, government, and individuals. Since its founding in 1919, Junior Achievement
has contributed to the business and economic education of more than 100 million young
people around the world.
®

®

Junior Achievement USA is the nation’s largest organization dedicated to educating students
in grades K–12 about entrepreneurship, work readiness, and financial literacy through
experiential, hands-on programs designed to help young people understand the economics
of life. In partnership with businesses and educators, JA brings the real world to students,
opening their minds to their potential.
For more information about Junior Achievement USA programs for high school, middle
school, and elementary school, visit JA online at www.ja.org or send mail to: Product
Development, Junior Achievement USA National Office, One Education Way, Colorado
Springs, CO 80906.

Program Overview
In JA high school programs, students learn fundamental business and economic concepts,
explore career interests and opportunities, and develop work-readiness skills.
During visits to classrooms, volunteers serve as role models. Through a variety of experiential
activities, students better understand the relationship between what they learn in school and
their successful participation in a global economy.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Materials for each program are packaged in a kit containing detailed session plans,
informative take-home materials for students, and additional learning materials to ensure a
successful experience for students, teachers, and volunteers.

JA Career Success Goals

JA Career Success equips students with the tools and skills required to earn and keep a job
in high-growth career industries. The following key topics will be discussed:
4Cs: critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity
Strong soft skills
Work priorities
STEM and other high-growth careers
Personal-brand and job-hunting tools—resumes, cover letters, interviews,
and digital profiles

Thank You, Volunteers and Teachers!

Junior Achievement USA appreciates the commitment you have made to the success of
this program. We are certain you and your students will find JA Career Success to be an
informative, worthwhile, and enjoyable experience.

Online Survey for Volunteers and Teachers

At the program’s conclusion, you may access an online survey at www.ja.org/web/
programs/resources to offer feedback on your experience. Click on JA Career Success and
then Surveys. Please take a moment to complete the survey. Your comments will improve
the quality of Junior Achievement programs.
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Preparing for Sessions
Junior Achievement USA provides additional video resources online for first-time volunteers
or volunteers who would like refresher training before they present the sessions in this guide.
To access the videos, go to the YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/user/rb102179/
videos. In the search box, key in “JA Career Success+program resource video” for tips on
presenting sessions and working with the students and teacher.

Pre-/Post-Program Student Survey

To measure student understanding of this program, your JA Area Office may ask that a Preand Post-Program Student Survey be administered to students. The survey is available for
download at www.ja.org/web/programs/resources. Click on JA Career Success and then
Surveys. The Pre-Program Student Survey should be administered prior to the first session,
either by a teacher, a volunteer, or a JA staff member. Administer the Post-Program Student
Survey at the end of the program. If you have been asked to conduct the surveys, your JA
program manager will collect them.

Junior Achievement and the JA Student Center Websites

For additional resources and activities for volunteers, educators, and students, visit
the Junior Achievement USA website, www.ja.org.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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Volunteer Conduct Standards
Junior Achievement (JA; JA USA) serves youths. JA volunteers teach valuable lessons in
their program delivery and especially in their conduct with students. Adult misconduct
with or in the presence of young people carries serious consequences. Because Junior
Achievement cares that its volunteers have healthy, appropriate relationships with the
youths they serve, it has established the following standards.
Young people look to adults for examples of appropriate behavior.
1.
JA volunteers must use appropriate language and model honorable behavior, such
as respect, integrity, honesty, and excellence. Profanity or sexualized language or
jokes are inappropriate when working with students, regardless of whether they
occur face-to-face, over the Internet, or by any other means. JA strictly forbids
violating any state law regarding interactions with youth—for example, providing
them alcohol or legal or illegal drugs or coaxing them into illicit relationships over
the Internet or otherwise.
Volunteers must take particular care when touching students. Most adults
2.
understand the difference between appropriate physical contact such as a
handshake or pat on the back and contact that is sexual or disrespectful.
Volunteers also must be cognizant of how any physical contact may be perceived.
Interactions with students must both be appropriate and appear appropriate.
3.
It is expected that volunteers’ interactions with students are at all times
appropriate and professional and are strictly related to the role of business mentor.
It is unacceptable to seek or engage in one-to-one meetings with students at any
time.
4.
Volunteers are responsible for the quality of interactions. Students often find it
difficult to state discomfort or objections. Volunteers must be especially sensitive
to physical and verbal cues that youth provide.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
The aforementioned standards do not represent a comprehensive list. Other actions
not included could result in suspension or dismissal as a volunteer.
Junior Achievement takes all complaints of misconduct seriously. Credible allegations of
misconduct will be promptly reported to the appropriate authorities.
During any such investigation, the JA volunteer will be placed on leave. If an investigation
determines misconduct occurred, it will result in the immediate and permanent dismissal as
a JA volunteer.
Any JA staff member or volunteer who reasonably suspects misconduct must report these
suspicions immediately to the appropriate JA staff person at the local office.
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Master List of Materials
The following is a comprehensive inventory of items included in the JA Career Success kit.
Each kit item is labeled with a small tagline that corresponds to the session and item
number below.

Quantity

Item #

Session

Item

1

EMH1

Junior Achievement Banner

32

EMH4

Table Tents

2

HS1301

Guides for Volunteers and Teachers

1

HS1305

Career Success Poster

32

HS1308

Career Success Toolboxes

32

HS1306

Problem-Solving Packets

8

HS1307

Order Overload Posters

32

HS1309

Conﬂict Management Fact Sheets

1

HS1310

Index Cards Pack (200 cards)

1

HS1311

Paper Clips Pack (2 boxes)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fold

Student Name

Conflict Management Fact Sheet
Communication
The process of sharing thoughts, questions, ideas,
and solutions.

Tips for Workplace Communication
1. Carefully choose your words, both in writing and
speaking. Avoid slang and casual terms.
2. Stay professional in your nonverbal communication,
including facial expressions, hand and body gestures,
posture, and tone of voice. For example, always
make eye contact when speaking to someone.
3. Use active listening. Concentrate on what the speaker is trying to communicate; don’t just wait for your
turn to talk.
4. When communicating in writing, remember to reread
before sending because the reader cannot see your
nonverbal cues. Words that can be funny in person
may come across as insulting in writing.
5. Stay positive and calm with customers, co-workers,
and supervisors.
6. Avoid multitasking. Maybe you are able to have a
conversation while working on the computer, but in
the workplace it is professional to stop and give another person your undivided attention.

Conﬂict
A state of disagreement or in opposition.
Conﬂict Management
The process of handling conﬂict fairly between people
with opposing needs, ideas, or goals.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1309 Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet, Session 2
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Score

32

HS1312

GRPI Cards

8

HS1313

Team Challenge Posters

GRPI

High-Performance Teams

www.ja.org

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1312 GRPI Cards, Session 3
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Instructions

The Team Challenge

Before the Build:
1.
Read The Team Challenge and the Team Challenge Scoring Guide.
2.
Review the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria and have each team member initial in the
“Before the Build” column.
3.
Plan how your team will win the challenge using all of the tools you have learned in this
program so far.
4.
Build the Structure.

32

HS1314

The challenge is to build a structure with the materials provided.
Not all materials must be used to win. The only extra materials that may be used must be
decorative and not affect height or sturdiness.
The structure has to be:
Freestanding.
Tall.
Sturdy.
Built in the time frame given by the JA volunteer.
Creative.

After the Build:
5.
After the JA volunteer calls a stop to the building, score your structure as a group. Use the
Team Challenge Scoring Guide to ensure all requirements are met.
Rate your team using the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria.
Protect your structure through the judging process.
6.
7.

Planning Guide

GRPI

High-Performance Team Criteria

G

Soft Skills Bookmarks

Goals

R

Roles and
Responsibilities

P

Processes

I

Interpersonal
Relationships
Skills

Team Challenge Scoring Guide

Before the Build:
Team members
initial each box after
reading the criteria

Is the team committed to a
clear goal that every member
understands?

Each structure will be scored on the following standards:

After the Build:
Team rates itself
from 1 to 5.

Standard

5 = top rating
(3 is not an option)

1

Does every team member
understand his or her role and
responsibilities?
Is there maximum use of each
resource on the team?
Is the work organized in a clear
manner so the goal can be
accomplished?
Is the leadership shared?

2

4

Freestanding

1

2

4

5

Team’s
Score After
Build

Judge’s
Score*

5

10
+10 bonus
+20 bonus

Most original or unique method, or most
artistic structure in the challenge

(Remember the deﬁnition of creative: the ability to
create something new or original, or to try a new
approach to get things done. All teams have the
same materials and time, so use creativity to
stand out.)

Creative

Is there trust and openness
in communication and
relationships?
Is time taken to examine the
processes (how decisions are
made, conﬂict handled, etc.)
so the team will be successful
in its work?
Is the team sensitive to
the needs of others and
encouraging of creativity?

Possible
Points

Taller than 12”
Taller than 24”
Tallest structure in the challenge

Tall

Are decisions made based on
who has the expertise and best
information?
Is conﬂict on the team
confronted openly and
constructively?

Measurement

The structure stands without being
supported by a wall or other support item.

5

10

1

2

4

5

Sturdy

The structure falls before all judging
is complete.

-10

2

4

5

Built in the time
frame given by
the JA volunteer

Team members continue to work on their
structure after the JA volunteer says stop.

-15

1

TOTAL

*Partial points can be awarded at the judge’s discretion.

Source: Dr. Noel Tichey, University of Michigan
Additional planning tools to help the team:
1.
Use the Problem-Solving Tool from Session One to decide how to solve the build problem.
2.
Review the Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet from Session Two for strategies to prevent or help manage
any team conﬂict.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1313 Team Challenge Posters, Session 3
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Name _____________________________

SOFT SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT

Instructions: Read each statement below about your soft skills. Mark the column that best represents you.

32

HS1315

This soft skill
is a strength of
mine. I already
do this
pretty well.

Soft Skills Self-Assessments

This soft skill is
a weakness of
mine. I need to
work on it.

I need to learn
more about this
soft skill. I’m not
sure if I’m good
at it or not.

Record examples of
when you
demonstrated this skill
or possible ways to
strengthen it.*

1. I have a strong work ethic, even when no one
is looking over my shoulder to be sure I’m
doing the right thing.
2. I am good at inﬂuencing others or being a
leader in a group when it is needed.

3. When someone points out a weakness of
mine, I use the information to improve
myself without being negative to that person.
4. When facing a challenge, if I have done
everything I can do and still don’t have a
solution, I ﬁnd the person who can help me
and ask for help.
5. When facing change, I can be ﬂexible.
6. I prioritize and plan my tasks so that I
meet deadlines.
7. I am organized.

8. When under pressure, I am able to stay calm
and focused on the task at hand.

9. I generally have a positive attitude. I am pleasant to be around.
10. Regardless of how my own day is going,
I remain polite to those around me, using
“please,” “thank you,” and “I apologize”
as necessary.

* Examples can come from your daily routine; they don’t have to be from a single, isolated story.

11. List one of the soft skills you would like to learn more about and strengthen before interviewing for a job. How do you plan to learn more about this soft skill?
How do you plan to strengthen this soft skill?

32

HS1316

Priority Triangles

32

HS1317

Personal Priority Cards Sheets

8

HS1318

Quote Stickers Sets (a–b)

32

HS1319

Career Guides

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

12. On Your Own: Consider asking a close friend or family member to rank you on the same soft skills covered in the questions above. Compare their ranking to
yours and see if it changes which soft skills you would like to learn more about and which ones you would like to improve.

HS1315 Soft Skills Self-Assessment .indd 1

I have learned over the
years that when one’s mind is
made up, this diminishes fear;
knowing what must be done
does away with fear.

For if we are to build a
better world, we must start by
building bridges of friendship,
asking the questions and listening
to the answers that underpin
trust and connection.

I can accept failure.
Everyone fails at something.
But I cannot accept not trying.
—Michael Jordan,
basketball player

—Rosa Parks, activist

All labor that uplifts humanity
has dignity and importance
and should be undertaken with
painstaking excellence.

—Buddha, spiritual teacher

When work is a pleasure,
life is a joy! When work is
a duty, life is slavery.
—Maxim Gorky, writer

It just came to me.
This is something I
was meant to do.
—Apolo Anton Ohno,
Olympic athlete

—Rania Al-Abdullah,
Queen consort

One machine can do the
work of fifty ordinary men.
No machine can do the work
of one extraordinary man.

Your work is to discover
your work and then with all
your heart to give yourself to it.

—Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
activist

5/30/13 4:28 PM

My work is a game,
a very serious game.
—M.C. Escher, graphic artist

—Elbert Hubbard, writer

My father taught me to work;
he did not teach me to love it.

Choose a job you love
and you will never have
to work a day in your life.

Opportunity is missed by most
people because it is dressed in
overalls and looks like work.

—William Adams, explorer

—Confucius, philosopher

—Thomas A. Edison, inventor

Fold
Work is an extension of
personality. It is an achievement.
It is one of the ways in which a
person defines himself, measures
his worth and his humanity.

Real success is finding your
lifework in the work that you love.

Work smarter, not harder.
—Ron Carswell, football player

—David McCullough, writer

You know you are on the
road to success if you would
do your job and not be paid for it.

—Steve Sears, writer

—Chin-Ning Chu,
business consultant

If we are to achieve things never
before accomplished, we must
employ methods never before
attempted.

—Charles J. Sykes, writer

You can’t stop people from
saying bad things about you. All
you can do is make them liars.
—Thomas Sowell, economist

You should not confuse your career
with your life.
—Dave Barry, columnist

Career Guide

High-Growth Job Categories

—Oprah Winfrey,
talk show host

—Peter F. Drucker,
management consultant

To succeed in life in today’s
world, you must have the will
and tenacity to finish the job.

It is not work if you
love what you’re doing.

Be nice to nerds. You may end up
working for them. We all could.

Skills, Interests, Job Outlook

Ask students to refer to the back of their Career Guides.

1. Skills

Ask a student volunteer to read each of the following paragraphs and offer examples of jobs in each
category of high-growth careers.
• STEM Jobs (STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
Even though there are high unemployment rates in our country, thousands of jobs are currently unfilled
because there are not enough workers with the expertise in these four areas.
• Baby Boomer–Centered Products and Industries
With the large post–World War II generation of workers aging and retiring, any industry that provides
products and services to this generation is likely to grow. (Baby boomers were born between 1946 and
1964.) For example, as people age, they often have additional health needs. Also, as they retire, they
will want different recreational and leisure products.
The Skilled Trades
With a nationwide emphasis on traditional four-year college degrees, many of the skilled trades jobs
have been overlooked, causing a shortage of trained professionals such as plumbers, welders, and
electricians.

I have not failed. I’ve just found
10,000 ways that won’t work.
—Thomas A. Edison, inventor

I am enough of an artist to
draw freely upon my
imagination. Imagination is more
important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination
encircles the world.

—Francis Bacon,
philosopher

Technical skills
The abilities and knowledge used in a speciﬁc profession.
What is the single best predictor of how much income you’ll make in your life? If you guessed education, you’d
be right. Take a look at the chart below:
Educational/Training Options

Advanced, graduate,
or specialized degree

For more research on career clusters and high-demand industries
• Visit www.ja.org. Click on Student Center, then Explore Careers.
• Click on the box titled Browse Jobs and make a selection for more information.
• Also visit the U.S. Department of Education, www.ed.gov.

—Albert Einstein,
physicist

Bachelor’s degree

Game Instructions

1. Read each of the four High-Growth Job Proﬁles.
2. Separate the Job Requirement Cards by folding along the perforated lines.
3. Match the cards to the proﬁle that contains text that matches exactly.
4. For cards that include the label “career cluster,” you may have to cross-reference the career cluster
descriptions inside this handout.
5. Each Job Requirement Card is labeled with a number. Record the number for each of the cards in the
correct line below.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1318a Quote Stickers, Session 5
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High-Growth Job Proﬁles Sets (a–d)

Varies by business; some
businesses require a diploma
or GED for all positions.

Record three facts, conclusions, or responses you have to the data listed in the chart above.

Registered Nurse

Radiologic technologists perform diagnostic imaging examinations, such as x-rays, on patients. Radiologic technologists:
• Adjust, maintain, and operate imaging equipment, based on precise orders from physicians.
• Prepare patients for procedures, including taking a medical history, keeping detailed records, and answering questions about
the procedure.
Protect the patient by shielding exposed areas that do not need to be imaged.
Work with radiologists reading the images to determine whether other images need to be taken.
Specialize in using x-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or mammography equipment.
•
•
•

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1319 Career Guides, Session 6
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2010 Median Pay

Accountant
Computer systems engineer
Veterinary technician
Dental hygienist
Registered nurse (RN)
Electrician
Plumber
Welder
Air trafﬁc controller
Fireﬁghter

Observations

Surveyor

Radiologic technologist (X-ray Tech)*

Career at a Glance

Doctor (MD)
Lawyer (JD)
University professor (PhD)
Electrical engineer
Software developer
Director of ﬁnance

Pharmacist

$1.0 million

* Full-time workers (U.S. Census Bureau)

Information
Security Analyst

Join Us | Sign In | Resume

Highgrowth Job Proﬁle

Sample Careers

$1.6 million
$1.5 million
$1.2 million

High school dropout

Radiologic Technologist

Job Listing

Lifetime
Earnings*

$4.4 million
$3.4 million
$2.5 million
$2.1 million

Two-year associate’s degree
Some college or vocational
training High school diploma

Answer Sheet

MyJobHunt.org

Degree/Program
Professional degree
Doctoral degree
Master’s degree
Four-year bachelor’s degree

Associate’s degree
Trade license, certiﬁcation,
journeyman, or apprenticeship

5/28/13 3:15 PM

$54,350 per year
$26.13 per hour

Entry-Level Education

Associate’s degree

On-the-Job Training

None

Job Outlook, 2010–2020

28% (Faster than average)

Work Experience in a Related Occupation
Number of Jobs, 2010

None
219,900

Work Environment

Radiologic technologists work in health care facilities. Technologists are often on their feet for long periods and may need to lift or
turn patients who are disabled. Like other health care workers, radiologic technologists may be exposed to infectious diseases and
radiation, but these risks are minimized by the use of protective equipment such as lead aprons, gloves, and other monitoring and
shielding devices. Some radiologic technologists must work evenings, weekends, or be on call.

Similar Occupations

Radiation therapists, nuclear medicine technologists, diagnostic medical sonographers, cardiovascular and vascular technologists.
*United States Department of Labor, www.bls.gov

*United States Department of Labor, www.bls.gov
©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1320 (a-d) High-Growth Job Proﬁles, Session 6
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Job Requirement Cards Sheets

8
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Candidate Records Sets (a–c)
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Digital Proﬁle Tips

Your personal brand is rooted in the basics: how you talk, dress, act, and write. In a
digital world, this includes:

32
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Personal Brand Packets

32

HS1304

Certiﬁcates of Achievement

Personal Brand Packets

1. Your voice mail.
Once you’re ready to enter the working world, “Not here—you know what to
do” is no longer an appropriate voice mail message. Consider a short, polite
message that is clear and free of background noises.
2. Your email address and signature.
An email account with a professional address is important. The research
suggests ﬁrst name, last name, and a few numbers if needed. You should
consider a different email account just for job hunting.

The Scenario

3. Social media sites.
Often the ﬁrst impression a prospective employer gets of you is from a Google
search. Many employers make a point to check proﬁles on social media sites,
such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, in preparation for an interview. You
must be careful about what you tweet and what you post.

You and your team are part of a Human Resources (HR) group at your company in charge of hiring new
personnel.
Some of your co-workers have been at a career fair looking for possible candidates to work for your
company. The company is large, with many different kinds of jobs available, so you have a variety of both
candidates and job positions available.

Tips about Your Social Media Footprint
• If you don’t think your parent or teacher would like it, it is likely that a
potential employer won’t either.
• Tighten your privacy settings on Facebook, Twitter, and other high-proﬁle
social media sites.
• Remove complaints about your job or boss, any conﬁdential work
information, and photos of yourself acting in a way that could be construed
as inappropriate.
• Don’t be invisible online; someone might think you don’t keep up with the
latest trends.
• Quickly learn about social media policies of your new employer, including if it
is OK to announce you are employed with them.

Today, you and your team will prescreen three candidates based on their cover letters, resumes, and digital
profiles. Your team will decide whether each candidate moves on to an interview based on the personal brand
presented in the Candidate Package.
Using the Candidate Evaluation Form on the inside of this packet, rate each candidate’s cover letter,
resume, digital profile, and other evidence of a personal brand. Then decide who, if any, will move on
to a face-to-face interview.

On Your Own

Key Term

Make a list of things to do to prepare your digital proﬁle to be viewed by potential
employers when the time arises. Google yourself and review all of your social media
proﬁles visible to the public.

Personal Brand
The personal expression of who you are
and what makes you unique.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1323 Personal Brand Packets, Session 7
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Additional Program Material
Mobile App: JA Success Park

In addition to the material found in this kit, JA also offers JA Career Success students a
digital activity they can explore on 10-inch Android tablets or iPads.
The JA Success Park app presents a variety of challenges to students acting as amusement
park employees. Although the app can be played at any time before, during, or after
JA Career Success has been presented, the recommended placement is following Session
Three. A brief reminder to present the app is found in Extended Learning Opportunity One on
Page 27 of this guide.
Copy and share the following information with students:
Download the JA Success Park App!
JA Success Park, a supplement to this program, is an app for tablets.
In JA Success Park, you will learn the skills you need now to compete in today’s
job market.
In JA Success Park, you are an amusement park employee. You’ll explore the rides
and attractions and will be presented with challenges that will sharpen your problemsolving skills. How will you handle an irate customer? Where do you find the answers
to business challenges? Use your creativity and your collaboration, critical-thinking,
and communication skills to solve problems and keep your customers happy. There are
rewards in it for you!

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
The JA Success Park app is available at www.juniorachievement.org/web/ja-usa/apps,
Google Play, and the Apple App Store.

All Rights Reserved
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SESSION ONE
Get Hired: Critical Thinking
and Creativity

Concepts

Overview

Students are introduced to the need to be work ready by developing
the 4Cs skills that employers want from people entering the
workforce. Students apply critical-thinking skills and creativity to
solve problems in real-life work scenarios.

Objectives

The 4Cs
Inventory and ordering
Problem-solving techniques
Retail stocking
Workplace skills

Skills
Analyzing text
Collaborative discussions
Critical thinking
Decision making
Prioritizing
Problem solving

Students will be able to:
Use a problem-solving technique to solve personal and
professional problems.
Apply critical-thinking skills to work-based problems.
Recognize that decisions made in the workplace have
consequences.

Preparation

If you have been asked to conduct the Pre-Program Student
Survey, see Page 4 for instructions.
Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the teacher
how best to organize the students into groups and arrange the
room for the activity.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text
and margin notes. If possible, post the terms in a visible place in
the classroom.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the
classroom.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunity on Page 16.
Discuss implementation options with the teacher.

Presenting Tip
Consider writing the students’
first names on the Table Tents
in advance to save classroom
time and to ensure the
names are readable. Ask the
teacher for a class roster of
first names.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to
help you keep track of the time.

Materials
1
32
1
32
32
8
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Problem-Solving Packets
Order Overload Posters
Pens or Pencils (not included)
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Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Tell them your name, describe your job, and
provide some information about your background. Explain that you
are a volunteer with Junior Achievement, an organization dedicated to
inspiring and preparing young people to succeed in a global economy.

Introduction
Time
20 minutes

Note what you would like to share about your background:

Distribute the Table Tents. Ask the students to write their names on the
tents if you have not already done so. Ask them to fold the tents along
the scored line so the tents will stand on their desks.
Refer to the Career Success Poster, and advise the students that most
people at some point in their lives will have to get and keep a job to pay
for the things they want and need. On the poster are the seven program
topics designed to help the students get hired and succeed at work:
Sessions One through Three are related to the 4Cs. The 4Cs are
essential skills that employers report they need employees to
have but aren’t often seeing in new hires. These skills are:
P creativity
P critical thinking
P communication P collaboration
Session Four will introduce soft skills and help students
demonstrate them in an interview.
Session Five will help the students clarify their work priorities.
Session Six will highlight high-growth jobs and the requirements
needed to earn those jobs.
Session Seven will explore the idea of a personal brand and
job-hunting tools.

Note
The term 4Cs, used to
describe four learning and
innovation skills, is from the
Framework for 21st Century
Learning, a view of teaching
and learning developed by
the Partnership for 21st
Century Learning. In the
framework, the complete
terminology for the 4Cs is:
critical thinking and problem
solving; collaboration and
teamwork; communication;
and creativity. To view the
entire framework or to learn
more about the partnership,
visit www.p21.org.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Tell the students that in this session, they will focus on two of the 4Cs:
critical thinking and creativity. Define critical thinking and creativity.
Remind students that these are two skills employers want but are
not often finding in new employees. Although being logical and being
creative might seem like opposites, in the workplace it takes both of
these skills to solve problems.
Distribute the Problem-Solving Packet and tell students they will get a
chance to practice their critical thinking and creativity by deciding how
they would handle some work-related problems before taking on a more
complicated problem during the activity.

SESSION ONE
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Key Terms
Creativity
The ability to create
something new or
original, or to try a new
approach to get things
done.
Critical thinking
The process of using
logic and reasoning to
make a judgment.
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Ask the students to read each of the scenarios under the
Decisions Have Consequences heading on Page 1 of the
packet and mark their responses to each scenario.
Allow 3–4 minutes for the students to complete the task.
Once students finish, review each of the scenarios and present the
following possible consequences for each solution. Emphasize that
choices have consequences.
Decisions Have Consequences
Scenario One
You work the counter at a busy fast-food restaurant. A customer is
placing a breakfast order and has several special requests. Some
of the requests will require extra time and effort for you and the
cooks, and fulfilling the requests will hold up the line for the
other customers. What do you do?

Presenting Tip
If students’ reading levels
or class time is a concern,
consider reading the
scenarios aloud and having
students raise their hands to
respond to each solution.
To add movement to the
activity, consider having
students walk to assigned
corners of the room to show
which alternative they would
choose, rather than marking
it on their packets.

❏ Solution One: Tell the customer you’re sorry but the

restaurant is too busy for special orders. She’ll have to accept the food as it is on
the menu.
Possible Consequences: Although you’re saying you’re sorry, it’s just a polite way
of saying no. It might seem like it’s in your immediate best interest to say no, but
the restaurant may lose the customer’s business and that of the other customers
who heard you.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
It’s cheaper for a business to keep a current customer with good service than it is to
attract new customers.
Also, if the customer complains about your service, there could be consequences
for you.

❏ Solution Two: Take care of the special requests and ask for help from a manager or
other employees to keep the line moving.
Possible Consequences: This alternative will cost you some time and energy to
meet her requests, and you may have to apologize to the next few customers in line
for any delay. But most businesses demand good customer service and will often
reward employees who put in the extra effort for their customers. Most managers
would prefer you ask them to help rather than risk losing customers.

❏ Solution Three: Avoid getting into a conﬂict with the customer and keep the line

moving by sending in the order without taking care of any special requests.
Possible Consequences: Similar to the first option, this choice attempts to avoid
conﬂict without giving the customer her special requests. And like the first option,
the consequence can be losing the customer and facing complaints.
Also, the attempt to speed things up might backfire if she discovers her needs
weren’t met and asks that the problems be fixed. This will require even more time
and effort for you and the cooks, delay those in line, and still leave the
customer unhappy.

10
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Scenario Two
You work at a large movie theater. A new movie is just out and everyone wants to see it.
The movie is rated “R,” so customers must be 17 years old to get in. Students from your
school come to buy their tickets from you. You know that one is only 15 years old. What do
you do?

❏ Solution One: Sell all of them tickets and just pretend you don’t know that one of
them is underage.
Possible Consequences: Although this might seem like a good solution for you
and the kids from your school, there could be consequences. For example, the
parents of the underage customer could complain. The company then may
discipline you for ignoring its policies.
Also, you may get a reputation for letting people break the rules, and others will
expect the same favor or will be upset if treated differently.

❏ Solution Two: Explain that they are putting you in a bad situation, but sell them all

tickets and let them know they owe you a favor.
Possible Consequences: The outcome for this choice is similar to the first option.
But the further error of trying to gain a personal advantage by doing something
harmful to your employer could increase the likelihood that someone will report you
and that you will suffer more severe consequences. This is not a good situation to
put yourself in.

❏ Solution Three: Require everyone in the group to show identification proving

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
they are 17 or older and refuse to sell a ticket to anyone who cannot.
Possible Consequences: This choice may cause some discomfort for you,
especially if the group tries to pressure you into letting them in without IDs.
However, when you agreed to work for this company, you became its
representative and need to follow its policies—for your sake and the company’s
sake.

Emphasize to the students that they will face problems in their work lives and that there
will be consequences no matter which choices they make. It is important to have a way to
systematically make decisions that will increase positive outcomes and reduce those that
are negative.

SESSION ONE
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Share the following talking points with the students.

Talking Points

There is a key difference between school and work. School exists to give students
something—an education. What is most important at school is what is best for the
students. This changes when you join the workforce. Businesses exist to provide goods
and services in exchange for payment. And although most employers care about their
employees, what’s most important is what’s best for the businesses—because that’s the
only way they can continue to exist.
As an employee, your decisions can affect other employees, a department, or the entire
company. Poor decisions could prevent you from advancing in your career, lead to safety
issues, or cause financial problems for your company. Poor decisions could even cost you
your job.
When problems arise at work, businesses need employees who can solve problems using
logic, reasoning, and creativity, as opposed to responding in a way that only takes their
interests into account.
Define problem solving.
When employees address problems, their choices can prevent or cause future problems.
Refer students to the Problem-Solving Tool on Page 4 (the back) of
the Problem-Solving Packet. Explain that the diagram is a tool to help
them use critical thinking and creativity to solve problems at work or
even in their personal lives.

Key Term
Problem solving
An orderly method of
overcoming obstacles to
arrive at a solution.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Ask the students to read each of the three numbered sections of the
diagram. A copy of the diagram is below.

-

.
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Tell the students you are going to work with them to apply the Problem-Solving Tool before
they use it on their own. Read the following:
The Situation
You are the president of a school club that has been put in charge of running the concession
stand for sports events. The concession stand is supposed to offer hot dogs, candy, nachos,
and hamburgers. When you arrive for your shift, you discover there are no hamburger patties,
which is one of the biggest moneymakers. What do you do?
Ask the students to refer to Page 4 of the Problem-Solving Packet. The example below is
to guide the students through the steps. Ask students to brieﬂy brainstorm responses to
complete the blanks under the heading labeled Example. Keep each step brief to leave time
for the activity, in which the students will apply the same steps to a problem on their own.
Some possible answers follow:
1. ID

2. Analyze

3. Act

Possible problems:
Out of
hamburger meat

Possible alternatives and pros/cons:
Leave to buy hamburger meat. (Directly
addresses the specific need, but it requires
money, time, and transportation.)
Don’t offer hamburgers. (Easy solution to
implement, but it will waste all of the other
hamburger ingredients, and a moneymaker
is lost.)
Offer a special using the ingredients
you do have, such as a veggie cheese
burger. (Doesn’t require money, time, and
transportation to go shopping and doesn’t
waste the other hamburger ingredients;
however, customers may be frustrated that it
is a burger without the hamburger.)

These answers will
vary based on how
the students weigh
the pros and cons.

Missing a
moneymaker

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Tell the students they now will have an opportunity to use critical thinking and creativity to
solve a workplace problem on their own.

SESSION ONE
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Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Students work in groups and use the Problem-Solving Tool to identify and solve the problem
from the Order Overload Poster.
Organize students into groups of four and distribute an Order Overload Poster to each group.
1. Refer students to “The Situation” on the poster and explain that this is the scenario
they will address.
2. Read aloud the “The Situation,” reproduced below.
3. Explain that the other items on the poster are supporting documents needed to solve
the challenge.
4. Tell the students they have 7–10 minutes to review the information and solve the
problem, using the Problem-Solving Tool.
5. Ask each student to turn to Page 2 of the Problem-Solving Packet and follow the
instructions to complete.
A copy of “The Situation” from the Order Overload Poster follows. Key Terms for the activity
are on Page 15.
The Situation
Logan works at Grand Games & Gadgets and has run into a problem at work.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Read about Logan’s situation below. Then, using the Problem-Solving Tool in your
Problem-Solving Packet, use critical thinking and creativity to determine Logan’s
best solution.

Grand Games & Gadgets is a small electronics store in Metropolis, New York.
• The store is small, so space is at a premium.
• Grand Games & Gadgets doesn’t have any storage space; all products must be
displayed on the shelves.
• Logan’s department is video games.
The video game display has three shelves, each measuring 50 inches
long, 5½ inches deep, and 15 inches high.
Logan is in charge of restocking and keeping the Inventory List
up-to-date.
Once the inventory is up-to-date, Logan completes the Purchase Order,
which is signed by his boss and sent to the supplier to be filled.
Digital Fun Distribution Inc., the supplier, has a no-returns policy. If you
order it, you must pay for it.
Today is the first day Logan is by himself in the store. It is delivery day from the
supplier. Logan has just accepted delivery of the order he placed last week, and he has
found a problem.
Refer to Pages 2 and 3 in your Problem-Solving Packet for instructions and the
template needed to conduct your investigation.
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Announce when 1 minute remains in the group work time.

Debrief

Review each section of the Problem-Solving Tool and ask groups to
volunteer their results.
Possible Answers:
ID the problem:
• Logan recorded 22 instead of two The Sims 2: Pets games in
the order column of the Inventory List and then transferred
that number to the Purchase Order.
• Logan has nowhere to store the extra games.
• Logan needs to find a way to deal with 20 extra games.
• The order cost far more than intended.

Key Terms
Inventory list
A list that helps a
business keep track of
products it has on hand.
Purchase order (PO)
A legal document issued
by a buyer to a seller
that indicates the type,
quantity, and price for a
product or service.

Analyze possible solutions and the pros and cons of each,
Restock
and decide which one to act on:
To replenish a store’s
Ask the students to share how they solved the problem. Refer
supplies.
them to the Problem-Solving Packet. If not mentioned, offer the
following potential solutions and point out where creativity was
Supplier
used in each.
A company or person
• Logan could change the way the games are displayed. For
that supplies goods and
example, he could stack more games binder side out
services to a business.
(instead of front facing), which would conserve space. Or
he could stack the games five deep.
• Logan could hide extra The Sims 2: Pets games behind other games.
• Logan could consider quality-control measures when creating future purchase orders.
• Logan’s manager, Luther Gadget, may need to change inventory and
ordering procedures.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
If students offered any unrealistic or incorrect solutions, review possible consequences.
Thank them for their effort and creativity.
Tell the students the Problem-Solving Tool used today focuses on using critical thinking and
creativity to solve problems in a methodical manner. But it is important to remember that
once students decide on a solution, they must evaluate how well the solution worked. They
should return to the problem-solving process as needed.
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Summary and Review

Summary and
Review Time
5 minutes

Brieﬂy review the Key Terms introduced in the session. Tell
students the problem-solving activity they did today required
them to use their critical-thinking skills and creativity to solve the inventory problem.
Inventory control might be associated with careers in supply chain management, purchasing,
marketing, or materials management, to list a few examples. Most companies buy and use
resources of some sort and would need employees with the skills to manage them.
Remind students they have been learning and will continue to learn to be critical thinkers.
Critical thinking helps them solve problems and make better decisions. Encourage students
to use the Problem-Solving Tool to solve problems they encounter in life and on the job. The
tool highlights key skills valued by all employers.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute a Career Success Toolbox to each student.
Ask the students to write their name in the space provided.
Tell students that at the end of each session, they will add a tool to their toolbox.
This session, they will place the Problem-Solving Packet in their toolboxes and use it
until problem-solving skills become second nature to them.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the toolbox designated with
a 1. Ask the students to label the three parts of the diagram. (Answers: 1. ID, 2.
Analyze, 3. Act)
Preview the upcoming session by telling the students they will learn how to handle conﬂicts
when not everyone agrees with a decision.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Ask students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Extended Learning Opportunity
Research Careers

Explain to students there are many careers involved in the supply chain that move products
from manufacturers to store shelves. Discuss careers such as supply chain management,
purchasing, marketing, and materials management and how these careers affect your own
business. Encourage students to explore these careers by visiting www.jamyway.org, signing
in, and exploring My Career.
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SESSION TWO
Get Hired: Communication and
Conﬂict-Management Skills
Overview

Concepts

Students apply communication skills to resolve conﬂicts in work-based
scenarios. Students will role-play conﬂicts and conﬂict management.
They will explore behaviors that inﬂame conﬂict and behaviors
that lead to a resolution.

The 4Cs
Communication
Conflict management
Critical thinking

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Recognize common responses to conﬂict.
Apply conﬂict-management skills to resolve work-based issues.

Skills

Preparation

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the teacher
how best to organize the students and arrange the room for the
role-playing activity.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session
text and margin notes. If possible, post the terms in a visible place
in the classroom.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the
classroom.
Be prepared to share a conﬂict you experienced at work and discuss
how you handled it.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunity on Page 22.
Discuss implementation options with the teacher.

Analyzing and
applying data
Communication skills
Conflict resolution
Identifying behaviors
Interpersonal skills
Role-playing

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to help you keep track
of the time.

Materials
1
32
1
32
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Junior Achievement
Career Success Toolboxes
Banner
Conﬂict Management
Fact Sheets
32 Pens or Pencils (not included)

Table Tent

Career Success Poster

Fold

Student Name

Conflict Management Fact Sheet

Communication
The process of sharing thoughts, questions, ideas,
and solutions.

Tips for Workplace Communication
1. Carefully choose your words, both in writing and
speaking. Avoid slang and casual terms.
2. Stay professional in your nonverbal communication,
including facial expressions, hand and body gestures,
posture, and tone of voice. For example, always
make eye contact when speaking to someone.
3. Use active listening. Concentrate on what the speaker is trying to communicate; don’t just wait for your
turn to talk.
4. When communicating in writing, remember to reread
before sending because the reader cannot see your
nonverbal cues. Words that can be funny in person
may come across as insulting in writing.
5. Stay positive and calm with customers, co-workers,
and supervisors.
6. Avoid multitasking. Maybe you are able to have a
conversation while working on the computer, but in
the workplace it is professional to stop and give another person your undivided attention.

Conﬂict
A state of disagreement or in opposition.
Conﬂict Management
The process of handling conﬂict fairly between people
with opposing needs, ideas, or goals.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1309 Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet, Session 2
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Presentation
Introduction

Introduction
Time
20 minutes

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes, including
the Table Tents.
Refer students to the Career Success Poster and review the fact that
21st century employers look for employees with 4Cs skills: critical
thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity.
Remind the students that in the last session, they focused on
critical thinking and creativity. In this session, they will focus on
communication skills.

Key Term
Communication
The process of sharing
thoughts, questions,
ideas, and solutions.

Ask students to close their eyes and picture themselves walking into a room and finding two
teachers having a meeting. Then ask them to imagine walking into a recreational setting, like
a ballgame or a picnic, and seeing the same two teachers hanging out as friends.
Ask the students to describe what was different about the way the two professionals
interacted at work and outside of work. For example, outside of work, was their posture more
relaxed, were their words more casual, and was their tone more informal?
Define communication.
There should be a difference in how you communicate outside of work and at work,
even if those you work with are your friends or family.
As we discussed in the last session, businesses need employees who will make the
company’s interests a priority—not their own personal interests.
It takes a conscious effort to remain professional and respectful at work—with your
boss, your coworkers, and especially your customers.
People are always communicating, without even realizing it. What we say and what we
write are two major ways to communicate. But how we stand, where we look, what
our facial expressions are, and the tone of voice we use are other ways we continually
communicate.

Talking Points

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Distribute the Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet to each student.
Ask student volunteers to read aloud the “Tips for Workplace Communication,” found on the
front of the fact sheet. Traits of people with good conﬂict-management skills appear on the
next page. For each trait, offer brief examples to illustrate its importance.
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Tips for Workplace Communication
1. Carefully choose your words, both in writing and speaking. Avoid slang and
casual terms.
2. Stay professional in your nonverbal communication, including facial expressions,
hand and body gestures, posture, and tone of voice. For example, always make eye
contact when speaking to someone.
3. Use active listening. Concentrate on what the speaker is trying to communicate; don’t
just wait for your turn to talk.
4. When communicating in writing, remember to reread before sending because the
reader cannot see your nonverbal cues. Words that can be funny in person may come
across as insulting in writing.
5. Stay positive and calm with customers, co-workers, and supervisors.
6. Avoid multitasking. Maybe you are able to have a conversation while working on the
computer, but in the workplace it is professional to stop and give another person your
undivided attention.
Tell the students that while it is important to demonstrate these
communication skills in everyday workplace interactions, it becomes
even more important when conﬂict arises at work. Define conﬂict
and conﬂict management.
Tell students that the remainder of the session will be a close-up
look at conﬂict management, which is a specific type of workplace
communication.

Key Terms
Conﬂict
A disagreement over
opinions, principles, or
interests.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Conﬂict management
Explain why conﬂict management is so important:
The process of handling
Conﬂict occurs at work as it does in life. Any time two or more
conﬂict fairly between
people don’t agree on something, they are going to conﬂict.
people with opposing
Employers expect employees to approach differences and
needs, ideas, or goals.
conﬂicts with their minds, not their emotions.
If we manage conﬂict, we can turn it into an opportunity that
can result in higher quality work and a better work atmosphere.
If conﬂict is allowed to fester, it can cost businesses and employees a lot of time,
money, and energy. Both the work and the employees suffer.
Provide students with an example of a conﬂict you experienced in your job. Talk about how it
made you feel, how you managed the conﬂict, and why conﬂict management is so important
for businesses and employees.
Note an example of conﬂict at your work and how it shows that conﬂict management is so important:

Explain that today, students are going to use their communication tips and conﬂictmanagement skills to solve work-based issues.
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Activity

Activity Time
20 minutes

Activity-at-a-Glance

Students use information about good and poor conﬂict management to role-play
conﬂict scenarios in the workplace.
Tell the students that conﬂict is so common we often can recognize it
and describe what others should do to resolve it. But it is still
challenging to make good choices when in the heat of a conﬂict
yourself. Tell students they now will have an opportunity to
participate in an actors’ seminar and take a closer look at conﬂict
at work.
Tell students to open their Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet to the
profiles inside. Ask that they take 2–3 minutes to review the profiles
for good and poor conﬂict management.

Activity Setup
1.
2.
3.

Note
Role-playing in front of a
group can be stressful for
some students. Consider
only accepting volunteers for
the acting parts, or consult
with the teacher for help
in selecting roles for each
student.

Tell students they will play the part of actors and writers who
create role-playing scenes around some workplace conﬂicts.
Have four students come to the front of the room to play four characters facing
conﬂicts.
Two students will play people with poor conﬂict-management skills. The other two will
have a slightly different role: One will have poor conﬂict skills, the other good conﬂict
skills. Their acting will demonstrate how conﬂict often can be resolved constructively.
The other students will play the role of writers. They will use the numbered descriptions
in the Conﬂict Management Profiles to ask the actors to use specific words and actions
to portray poor and good conﬂict-management skills.
You will play the role of director, calling out “Cut” or “Freeze” when you want to stop the
action and get more input from the writers or add your own comments.
Both sets of actors will role-play at least one of the scenarios on the following page:
Chris, Casey, Dakota, and Jessie. A third, optional scenario is offered if there is enough
time or interest.
Choose a scenario and read it aloud. Then have writers call out words and actions that
the first pair of actors should use to demonstrate poor conﬂict-management skills. Stop
the action as needed to offer further suggestions from you or the writers.
Have the second set of actors role-play the same scenario, but with one of them using
good conﬂict-management skills as described in the profile. Have the writers suggest
words and actions that portray the differences. To highlight the power of good conﬂictmanagement techniques, have the actor with poor skills modify his or her behavior
when confronted with good techniques.
Repeat the process with the second scenario. The optional scenario also can be used.
Warn students not to be overly critical of the actors, to avoid insulting them.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
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Scenarios

Employee/Customer Conﬂict

Chris works at a cell phone store at the mall. One of the responsibilities of the job is to keep
the customers happy while looking after the company’s interests.
Casey comes into the store frustrated because the monthly bill reﬂects extra fees for
exceeding the allotted plan minutes. The bill just arrived, and it is much higher than expected.

Employer/Employee Conﬂict

Dakota is the manager at a car wash and is in charge of scheduling the part-time employees.
This is a tough task because many of the workers have become unreliable and don’t show up
or don’t work the full shift assigned to them.
Jessie is an employee at the car wash through a work-for-credit program at school. Jessie
leaves school for four hours during the scheduled workdays but is a regular student the rest
of the time.
Jessie is reliable at work, so Dakota asks Jessie to cover shifts for employees who don’t
show up. The trouble is, Jessie is getting back to school late and getting in trouble with
teachers for being tardy or absent.

Optional: Co-worker/Co-worker Conﬂict

Pat and Harper are co-workers at an amusement park. Together, they have been given 50
T-shirts to sell to customers in the park. If they sell all 50 shirts by the deadline, they both
get a bonus. If they miss the deadline, neither gets a bonus. They decide to split up and sell
separately.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Every time Pat sees Harper, Harper is chatting with people instead of trying to move around
the park as quickly as possible to sell the shirts.

Every time Harper starts a conversation with someone who might buy a shirt, Pat comes over
and tries to get Harper to move faster.
There are only a couple of hours to go before the deadline, and both are frustrated with each
other when they stop at the same concession stand for a break.

Debrief

Once students have concluded the role-playing, ask for applause so the actors and writers
can celebrate each other’s efforts.
Ask the students if the atmosphere in the room differed when the two ways of managing the
same conﬂict were demonstrated.
Ask both those role-playing and those observing what they felt and saw during the
performances. (Possible answers for poor management may include angry, uncooperative,
and not important; possible answers for good management may include more relaxed, not so
combative, willing to work with others, and able to find a solution.)
Ask students to imagine how these differences over time could enhance or corrode the
atmosphere and productivity at a business.
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Summary and Review
Remind students that many employers report that new workers lack
workplace communication skills. If the students begin practicing
these now, they will have an edge when competing for jobs in the future.

Summary and
Review Time
5 minutes

Brieﬂy review the Key Terms introduced in the session. Remind the students that these
activities reﬂect the kinds of conﬂicts found in any type of business. Tell students that
learning to deal with conﬂict will be crucial to their success, not only in work but in life.

Career Success Toolbox

Give each student a Career Success Toolbox.
Have students put the Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet in their toolboxes.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the toolbox designated with
a 2. Ask them to write one attribute from the Good Conﬂict Management profile that
they can practice this week.
Preview next week’s session: using collaboration and creativity to excel at work.
Ask students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Extended Learning Opportunity

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Dealing with Conﬂict

Organize the students into small groups and have them brainstorm as many types of jobs as
they can in 60 seconds.

Ask members of each group to review their list and describe a conﬂict that might arise in one
of the jobs.
Students can learn more about workplace communication by visiting www.jamyway.org. Click
on the top menu (three-bar icon), select Resources, and then click on the link under Learn
About Ethics. Under High School, have them select:
Session 2: Choose Your Professional Attitude
Students learn that maintaining a positive attitude in the face of other employees’
negativity or apathy is part of a good work ethic.
Session 11: The Customer Service Game
Students examine customer service. They consider attitudes and behaviors that build
customer trust.
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SESSION THREE

Get Hired: Collaboration and Teamwork
Overview

Students practice collaboration—a 4Cs skill—by using a teambuilding model referred to as the GRPI model (Goals, Roles and
Responsibilities, Processes, and Interpersonal Relationship Skills).
The model describes the behaviors found in high-performance
teams in the workplace.

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Demonstrate collaboration with team members to
accomplish work-based challenges.
Recognize the components of a high-performance team.

Preparation

Concepts
The 4Cs
Collaboration
High-performance teams

Skills
Communication
Creativity and innovation
Decision making
Problem solving
Time management
Working collaboratively

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the
teacher how best to organize the students into teams of four
and arrange the room for the team-building challenge. Each
team will need a ﬂat surface for building a structure.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text and margin notes. If
possible, post the terms in a visible place in the classroom.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the classroom.
Prepare eight building kits for the Team Challenge activity. Consider packaging the kits in
plastic bags. Each kit includes:
• 25 index cards (include two colors in each set of 25)
• 25 paper clips
• Team Challenge Poster
Be prepared to discuss the team structure at your job. If you work with a team, talk
about how you use the GRPI model. Be sure to identify your team’s goals, roles and
responsibilities, team processes, and management of interpersonal skills.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunities beginning on Page 27. Discuss
implementation options with the teacher. Specifically, review Extended Opportunity One
and consider presenting the information on the tablet app.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to help you keep track
of the time.
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Materials
1
32
1
32
1
1
32
8
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Index Cards Pack (200 cards)
Paper Clips Pack (2 boxes)
GRPI Cards
Team Challenge Posters
Pens or Pencils (not included)
Measuring Tape (not included)

Junior Achievement
Banner

Table Tent
Career Success Poster

Score

Index Cards Paper Clips
Pack
Pack
Instructions

The challenge is to build a structure with the materials provided.
Not all materials must be used to win. The only extra materials that may be used must be
decorative and not affect height or sturdiness.
The structure has to be:
Freestanding.
Tall.
Sturdy.
Built in the time frame given by the JA volunteer.
Creative.

After the Build:
5.
After the JA volunteer calls a stop to the building, score your structure as a group. Use the
Team Challenge Scoring Guide to ensure all requirements are met.
6.
Rate your team using the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria.
7.
Protect your structure through the judging process.

High-Performance Team Criteria

G

Goals

R

Roles and
Responsibilities

P

Processes

I

Interpersonal
Relationships
Skills

Is the team committed to a
clear goal that every member
understands?
Does every team member
understand his or her role and
responsibilities?
Is there maximum use of each
resource on the team?
Is the work organized in a clear
manner so the goal can be
accomplished?
Is the leadership shared?
Are decisions made based on
who has the expertise and best
information?
Is conﬂict on the team
confronted openly and
constructively?
Is there trust and openness
in communication and
relationships?
Is time taken to examine the
processes (how decisions are
made, conﬂict handled, etc.)
so the team will be successful
in its work?
Is the team sensitive to
the needs of others and
encouraging of creativity?

GRPI

High-Performance Teams

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1312 GRPI Cards, Session 3
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GRPI Card

Career Success Toolbox

The Team Challenge

Before the Build:
1.
Read The Team Challenge and the Team Challenge Scoring Guide.
2.
Review the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria and have each team member initial in the
“Before the Build” column.
3.
Plan how your team will win the challenge using all of the tools you have learned in this
program so far.
4.
Build the Structure.

Planning Guide
GRPI

www.ja.org

Team Challenge Scoring Guide
Before the Build:
Team members
initial each box after
reading the criteria

Each structure will be scored on the following standards:

After the Build:
Team rates itself
from 1 to 5.
5 = top rating
(3 is not an option)

1

2

4

Standard
Freestanding

5
Tall

Measurement
The structure stands without being
supported by a wall or other support item.
Taller than 12”
Taller than 24”
Tallest structure in the challenge

Possible
Points

Team’s
Score After
Build

Judge’s
Score*

5

10
+10 bonus
+20 bonus

1

2

4

5

1

2

4

5

Sturdy

The structure falls before all judging
is complete.

-10

2

4

5

Built in the time
frame given by
the JA volunteer

Team members continue to work on their
structure after the JA volunteer says stop.

-15

1

Most original or unique method, or most
artistic structure in the challenge

Creative

(Remember the deﬁnition of creative: the ability to
create something new or original, or to try a new
approach to get things done. All teams have the
same materials and time, so use creativity to
stand out.)

10

TOTAL
*Partial points can be awarded at the judge’s discretion.

Source: Dr. Noel Tichey, University of Michigan
Additional planning tools to help the team:
1.
Use the Problem-Solving Tool from Session One to decide how to solve the build problem.
2.
Review the Conﬂict Management Fact Sheet from Session Two for strategies to prevent or help manage
any team conﬂict.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1313 Team Challenge Posters, Session 3
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Team Challenge Poster

Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes, including
the Table Tents.
Refer to the Career Success Poster and remind the students that this
is the third session highlighting the 4Cs—skills that employers are
looking for but not always finding in new employees: critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, and creativity.

Key Terms
Collaboration
Working together to
reach a goal.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Remind them that in the last two sessions, they focused on critical
thinking and creativity to solve problems, as well as communication
and conﬂict management. Now, they will focus on collaboration and
teamwork. Define collaboration and teamwork.

Teamwork

A form of collaboration
in which a structured
group works together
to reach a goal.

Explain that when we think of teamwork and team players, we generally
think of people working together on a football field, basketball court, or in some other sport.
However, teamwork and being a team player are key skills required in nearly all workplaces.
Ask the students to raise their hands if they have ever been in a group in which they had to
do all the work. Or perhaps they were in a group in which one person would not let anyone
else do any of the work. Both of these situations can be frustrating. Teammates who work
well together do better work and make their hours on the job easier and more productive.
Explain that once students get out of school and into a job, they likely will work on some sort
of team, even if they are extremely talented. Even the best chef in the world cannot succeed
without a team of cooks, servers, and hosts.
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That is why employers want workers who can function on a
high-performance team. Define high-performance team. Highperformance teams allow companies to react quickly to the
ever-changing demands of their customers.
Tell students that in this session, they will learn about and practice
the attributes of a high-performance team.
Brieﬂy stop the discussion and show the students the materials they
will use to complete their team assignment.
• Do not hand out the materials yet.
• Let students know there will be a competition and that they
will be given materials to build a structure. They will be
scored using the GRPI (pronounced GRIP-ee) model,
described below.
Distribute GRPI Cards to the students and have them refer to the
cards as you review the following talking points.

Key Terms
High-performance
team
A goal-oriented group
that produces superior
results through
collaboration and
creativity.
Interpersonal
relationship skills
Traits that affect how a
person interacts with
others, particularly in a
work setting.

Talking Points

The GRPI model is a tool used by business teams to increase the effectiveness of
their work.
GRPI is an acronym that describes a high-performance team and stands for:
Goals: The team has clear goals, and all team members understand them.
Roles and Responsibilities: The work is clearly structured. Everyone
contributes and knows his or her responsibilities.
Processes: The team has determined effective ways to make decisions,
resolve conﬂict, and share information.
Interpersonal Relationship Skills: Team members positively relate to one
another. Define interpersonal relationship skills.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Explain that in the upcoming team competition, students will need to
demonstrate each of these criteria. Provide them with an example of
a great high-performance team in which you were a member.
• Explain what made it a high-performance team.
• Talk about the team from a GRPI perspective (Goals, Roles
and Responsibilities, Processes, and Interpersonal
Relationship Skills).
Note a great high-performance team you’ve been on and how it ﬁts
the GRPI model:
GRP-

Presenting Tip
The GRPI model was
developed by Noel
Tichy, a professor at the
University of Michigan.
Tichy has helped
improve the performance
of teams at many
successful companies,
including General
Electric, Ford, and CocaCola.

ITell the students they will now have a chance to perform a task as a high-performance team
and practice the GRPI model of teamwork.
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Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Students conduct a team-building exercise. They discover the value of teamwork and rate the
performance of their team.

Activity Setup

Organize students into teams of four.
Give each team the team-building kit containing: 25 index cards, 25 paper clips, and a
Team Challenge Poster. Make sure each team has a ﬂat surface to build its structure.
Ask the teams to read the instructions on the poster. Answer any questions.

Instructions
Before the Build:
1. Read The Team Challenge and the Team Challenge Scoring Guide.
2. Review the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria and have each team member initial the
“Before the Build” column.
3. Plan how your team will win the challenge using all of the tools you have learned in this
program so far.
4. Build the structure.
After the Build:
5. After the JA volunteer calls a stop to the building, score your structure as a group. Use the
Team Challenge Scoring Guide to ensure all requirements are met.
6. Rate your team using the GRPI High-Performance Team Criteria.
7. Protect your structure through the judging process.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Allow the teams 15 minutes to read the Team Challenge,
plan, and build their structures. Announce when 1 minute
remains.
After 15 minutes, have the students stop working.

Presenting Tip
Consider offering a
small prize for each
member of the winning
team.

While you score each team’s structure and record the score on its
poster, the teams will rate their teamwork based on the GRPI criteria
and circle the rating on the poster that matches their performance during the competition.
Announce the winning team.

Debrief

Ask the students to reﬂect on their team’s performance.
Was their team a high-performance team, based on the GRPI criteria? Or did their
team have some members who did more than their share or didn’t contribute at all?
Did their team performance affect how well the structure was scored in the Team
Challenge?
Is there anything they could have done better as a team that would have led to a
different outcome in the challenge?
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Summary and Review

Remind students that few businesses can function with only one person.
Most jobs require working with others, and companies are looking to hire
employees who understand and contribute to high-performance teams.
Brieﬂy review the Key Terms introduced in the session. Remind the
students that the way they were expected to work in the activity
demonstrated the kind of teamwork employers want to see in the
workplace.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes to the students.
Have them put the GRPI Card in their toolboxes.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the
toolbox designated with a 3. Ask them to list the four pillars of
a high-performance team expressed by the acronym GRPI.
(Answer: Goal, Roles and Responsibilities, Processes,
Interpersonal Relationship Skills)
Remind students that they have been exploring the 4Cs: critical
thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity. Refer to the
Career Success Poster and tell students that during the next session,
they will learn about a new set of skills needed in the workplace:
soft skills.

Presenting Tips
Review Extended
Learning Opportunity
One and consider
presenting the
information related to
the tablet app.
A significant portion
of the next session is
related to job interviews.
Discuss with the teacher
the option of having
students come dressed
professionally for the
mock interviews.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Ask students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Consider asking the students to dress professionally for the next session to practice their soft
skills during a job interview activity.

Extended Learning Opportunities
Opportunity One: Mobile App Introduction

Junior Achievement is offering an exciting workplace simulation in conjunction with
JA Career Success.
Students with 10-inch Android tablets or iPads can download the JA Success Park app from
Google Play or the Apple App Store, or by visiting www.juniorachievement.org/web/ja-usa/
apps. Select JA Success Park.
Consider copying the information about the app on Page 7 of this guide and distributing it to
the students.
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Opportunity Two: Remote Workplace Teams

Discuss with students the concepts of a geographically dispersed workforce. This often
means employees must work on teams remotely as part of a virtual team. One challenge for
virtual teams is how members communicate.
Demonstrate some of the communication challenges of working virtually by experimenting
with virtual interviews.
Ask for a volunteer to come up and play the interviewee, while you play the
interviewer.
Turn your chairs so the backs face each other. Sitting back-to-back mimics a remote
meeting over the phone or using Web conferencing tools.
Conduct an interview with the volunteer student. Ask the student various interview
questions, occasionally talking over him or her and introducing the pauses that are
often common in phone conversations.
After a few minutes, end the interview. Discuss with the students what they saw and
heard. Ask the interviewee how he or she felt. Suggest students learn techniques for
virtual interviews.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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SESSION FOUR

Get Hired: Strong Soft Skills

Concepts

Overview

Students will review soft skills that are in demand by employers and
rate their own soft skills. They will use personal stories in a jobinterview workshop to communicate these skills to a potential
employer.

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Identify soft skills that are in demand by employers.
Demonstrate personal soft skills in a mock interview.

Career preparation
Employer expectations
Job interviews
Job retention
Soft skills
Technical skills

Skills
Communication
Formulate answers from
personal experiences
Self-assessment
Work cooperatively

Preparation

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the teacher
how best to organize the students into groups and arrange the
room for the activity.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in
the classroom.
With the teacher’s help, formulate a yes or no interview question and an appropriately
brief but telling response to highlight how job seekers should offer information beyond
a one-word answer. Decide who will ask and who will answer the question during the
program’s introduction to the students.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text and margin notes. If
possible, post the terms in a visible place in the classroom.
Consider the soft skills described in the introduction and the interview questions, and
prepare personal examples that illustrate the skills and their importance.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunity on Page 34. Discuss
implementation options with the teacher.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to help you keep track
of the time.

Materials
1
32
1
32
32
32
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Soft Skills Bookmarks
Soft Skills Self-Assessments
Pens or Pencils (not included)

Junior Achievement
Banner

Table Tent
Career Success Poster

Name _____________________________

SOFT SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT

Instructions: Read each statement below about your soft skills. Mark the column that best represents you.
This soft skill
is a strength of
mine. I already
do this
pretty well.

This soft skill is
a weakness of
mine. I need to
work on it.

I need to learn
more about this
soft skill. I’m not
sure if I’m good
at it or not.

Record examples of
when you
demonstrated this skill
or possible ways to
strengthen it.*

1. I have a strong work ethic, even when no one
is looking over my shoulder to be sure I’m
doing the right thing.
2. I am good at inﬂuencing others or being a
leader in a group when it is needed.

3. When someone points out a weakness of
mine, I use the information to improve
myself without being negative to that person.
4. When facing a challenge, if I have done
everything I can do and still don’t have a
solution, I ﬁnd the person who can help me
and ask for help.
5. When facing change, I can be ﬂexible.
6. I prioritize and plan my tasks so that I
meet deadlines.
7. I am organized.

8. When under pressure, I am able to stay calm
and focused on the task at hand.

9. I generally have a positive attitude. I am pleasant to be around.
10. Regardless of how my own day is going,
I remain polite to those around me, using
“please,” “thank you,” and “I apologize”
as necessary.

* Examples can come from your daily routine; they don’t have to be from a single, isolated story.

11. List one of the soft skills you would like to learn more about and strengthen before interviewing for a job. How do you plan to learn more about this soft skill?
How do you plan to strengthen this soft skill?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

12. On Your Own: Consider asking a close friend or family member to rank you on the same soft skills covered in the questions above. Compare their ranking to
yours and see if it changes which soft skills you would like to learn more about and which ones you would like to improve.

HS1315 Soft Skills Self-Assessment .indd 1

Career Success Toolbox
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Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes, including the
Table Tents.
If you asked the students at the end of the previous session to dress
professionally for this session, take note of any students who complied.
Tell them they will be practicing interviews later in the session and you
appreciate that they came prepared.
Refer students to the Career Success Poster. Explain that in the first three
sessions, students learned about the 4Cs—a set of skills that employers
want to see in new employees but often don’t. In this session, they will
learn about other skills that are needed to be successful in any job. Then
students will learn how to demonstrate these skills in a job interview.
Remind the students that the skills and habits they develop now will
become the tools they use in the workplace. Then review the following
talking points and define each of the Key Terms as you review that
information.
Employers hire people because they need certain tasks
performed, and they have very specific expectations for
their employees. For example, they might need workers to
design, make, or improve products. These are examples of
technical skills.

Key Terms
Constructive feedback
A suggestion that is
intended to help or
improve.
Entrepreneurial spirit
Viewing business
problems as
opportunities for
innovation.
Soft skills
Personal attributes and
behaviors not tied to a
specific job.

Talking Points

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
While employees are often hired based on their strong
technical skills, they also will have to demonstrate strong
soft skills to succeed.
Soft skills include leadership, self-direction, a strong work
ethic, a positive attitude, time management, and the ability
to accept constructive feedback. Companies also look for
employees with an entrepreneurial spirit.

Technical skills
The abilities and
knowledge used in a
specific profession.

Work ethic
A set of values based
on hard work and doing
the right thing.

It may surprise you, but these soft skills are essential for
success at work. Three out of four employees who are fired
are let go because of a problem with their soft skills, not
their technical skills.
Try to recall a time when you were on a team with someone
who had good technical skills but poor personal skills. It
can be frustrating for the whole team.
The key to strong soft skills at work is practicing them now.
The way you conduct yourself and the small choices you
make each day create habits. Good or bad, these habits
form the behavior you take to the workplace.
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Offer a personal example of someone you have encountered who struggled with some of the
soft skills needed in the workplace.
Note an example of someone you know who struggled at work because of a soft skills issue:

Ask the students to think about how these same soft skills apply
to school.
Students’ grades, for example, are based on their technical skills and
their knowledge of a specific subject. But good grades are only part of
the high school experience. If you are frequently late, inﬂexible,
negative, or unable to accept constructive feedback, school may be
frustrating—for you and for those around you.

Presenting Tip
If students’ reading
levels or class time is
a concern, consider
reading each numbered
item on the selfassessment aloud to the
class and have students
rank themselves on their
sheets.

Distribute a Soft Skills Self-Assessment to the students. Have them
write their name in the space provided.
Have them complete the sheet by ranking themselves on each
item and marking whether they are good at that skill, need more
practice, or are unfamiliar with it and need to learn more.
Ask them to think of an example of when they demonstrated that soft skill and record
it in the last column on the chart.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Allow students 5–7 minutes to complete their self-assessment. Announce when 1 minute
remains in the activity.
Explain to the students that to get a job, it is not enough just to have these soft skills; they
also need to demonstrate them to a potential employer in an interview.
Interviews can be in person, by phone, or in the form of written questions
and answers.
The interview can be for a job, a scholarship, a club, or an award.
Often, a yes or no answer isn’t enough. It takes an example to completely answer
the question.
Demonstrate with the teacher the difference in effectiveness between answering a question
about a soft skill with a yes or no answer and giving an answer that includes a brief example.
Tell the students they will have an opportunity today to practice answering interview
questions by sharing personal stories that demonstrate their soft skills.
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Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Students rotate through roles in a small group and practice answering interview questions using
personal stories that illustrate soft skills. They also coach other interviewees.
Distribute a Soft Skills Bookmark to each student.
Tell students that an interview can be a nerve-racking experience, but one way to be
successful is to practice. Below is a tool the students can use to practice answering interview
questions.
Ask students to turn the bookmark to the side titled “Demonstrate Soft Skills in Interviews.”
Have student volunteers read the three steps.

P Repeat the interview question to yourself and make sure you know what is being asked.
P Pause to formulate your answer.
P Include a brief example in your response that demonstrates you have the soft skill,
even if you are asked a yes or no question. The example should be:
Brief but with details
Applicable to the job
Presenting Tip
Recent
True
Some students
Believable
might find the mock
Clear and answers the question
interview questions
easier to answer if
Interview Workshop
they know what job
1. Organize the students into groups of three or four. Arrange
they are seeking. If this
seating so that each group’s members can face one another.
issue arises, ask the
2. Tell the students they will participate in an interview workshop in
students to choose a
which they will take turns practicing interview skills and coaching
job position they would
one another.
want and pretend the
3. Once again, thank any student who dressed professionally today
interview is for that job,
and point out how important attire is in an interview situation.
because almost all jobs
4. Each group should assign roles:
require soft skills to be
One interviewer, asking a question from the bookmark.
successful.
One interviewee, answering the question, using examples
from his or her Soft Skills Self-Assessment, if needed.
One or two coaches observing the interview, preparing feedback for the interviewee.
5. Ask one group to participate in a sample exchange to demonstrate the process for
the whole class:
The interviewer and interviewee should stand, shake hands, practice introducing
themselves, and then be seated.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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The interviewer chooses one of the questions from the bottom half of the bookmark
and asks the interviewee to answer it.
The interviewee follows the three steps listed on the bookmark to answer while the
coaches observe.
After the answer, the coaches refer to the materials on the back of the Soft Skills SelfAssessment to give specific constructive feedback on the handshake, introduction,
and answer.
6. Everyone in the groups then rotates roles and repeats the process until 5 minutes
remain in class.
Below is a copy of the sample interview questions from the bookmark.

Sample Interview Questions
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Do you have a strong work ethic when you’re not being directly supervised?
Are you able to provide leadership and inﬂuence others when it is needed?
Are you able to manage your time so that you accomplish your tasks on time?
How do you respond to constructive feedback?
Can you continue to work well in high-pressure or stressful situations?

Ask the students to pick one of the soft skills they learned today and consider how they can
improve that skill for the future. Ask them to practice their interview questions with family and
friends before a real interview.

UseSummary
Adobe
Acrobat Reader.
and Review
Remind students that soft skills are important to keep a job and that
acquiring those skills begins with developing good habits in their
daily choices.

Also emphasize that before a job interview, it is important to prepare
personal stories that highlight soft skills.

Presenting Tip
If you presented the JA
Success Park mobile
app from the Extended
Learning Opportunity
in the last session, ask
students if they have
had the opportunity to
use it.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes to the students.
Ask students to put their bookmarks and self-assessments in
their toolboxes.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the
toolbox designated with a 4.
Ask the students to fill in the blanks with the three steps for
answering an interview question. (Answer: Repeat, Pause,
Include a brief example)
Suggest that the students keep a record of personal accomplishments that
demonstrates their various soft skills. They should review those accomplishments
prior to an interview. Recommend students keep this record in their toolboxes.
Thank the students for their efforts and participation. Tell them that next week, they will
explore their own work priorities.
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Ask students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Extended Learning Opportunity
Business Attire

Whether you are working in an office, in a hospital, or in retail, dressing appropriately is important.
First impressions often harden into perceptions that shape how you are viewed by customers,
employers, and co-workers. Employers institute dress codes because customers often decide
whether to do business with a company based on its image.
Discuss the difference between how an athlete and a lawyer might dress. What impression
would they give at work if they switched attire?
When in doubt about how to dress, ask your supervisor and look around to see how other
successful employees are dressed. Follow their leads.

What to Wear for Business

Women

Skirt
Khakis or dress pants
Open-collar shirt
Knit shirt
Casual-style dress shoes

Business suit
Dress with a jacket
Stockings
Closed-toe heels, low or high

Men

Seasonal sport coat or blazer
with slacks or khakis
Dress shirt with optional tie
or casual button-down shirt
Open-collar or polo shirt
Loafer-style shoes and socks

Dark business suit
Matching vest
Dress shirt
Conservative tie
Dress leather shoes and dark socks

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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SESSION FIVE
Know Your Work Priorities
Concepts

Overview

Students learn that in the current workforce, people change jobs or
careers several times over a lifetime. That means it is important to
be prepared and adaptable. Students explore which of their priorities
should be their anchors as they prepare to enter the working world.

Career planning
Interests
Work priorities

Skills

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Recognize the importance of being focused, proactive, and
adaptable when exploring careers.
Rank work environment priorities as an anchor for further career
planning decisions.

Analyzing text
Following written instructions
Goal setting
Organizing information
Prioritizing

Preparation

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the teacher
how best to organize the students into groups and arrange the room for the activity.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the classroom.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text and margin notes. If
possible, post the terms in a visible place in the classroom.
Consider the alternatives on the Personal Priority Cards and prepare personal
examples that illustrate some of the choices listed.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunity on Page 39. Discuss implementation
options with the teacher.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to help you keep track
of the time.

Materials
1
32
1
32
32
32
8
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Junior Achievement Table Tent
Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Priority Triangles
Personal Priority Cards Sheets
Quote Stickers Sets (a–b)
Career Success Toolbox
Pens or Pencils (not included)

Career Success Poster

Priority Triangle
I have learned over the
years that when one’s mind is
made up, this diminishes fear;
knowing what must be done
does away with fear.
—Rosa Parks, activist

All labor that uplifts humanity
has dignity and importance
and should be undertaken with
painstaking excellence.
—Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
activist

When work is a pleasure,
life is a joy! When work is
a duty, life is slavery.
—Maxim Gorky, writer

Work smarter, not harder.
—Ron Carswell, football player

I can accept failure.
Everyone fails at something.
But I cannot accept not trying.
—Michael Jordan,
basketball player

Your work is to discover
your work and then with all
your heart to give yourself to it.
—Buddha, spiritual teacher

My father taught me to work;
he did not teach me to love it.

For if we are to build a
better world, we must start by
building bridges of friendship,
asking the questions and listening
to the answers that underpin
trust and connection.
—Rania Al-Abdullah,
Queen consort

One machine can do the
work of fifty ordinary men.
No machine can do the work
of one extraordinary man.

Choose a job you love
and you will never have
to work a day in your life.

—William Adams, explorer

—Confucius, philosopher

Real success is finding your
lifework in the work that you love.

Work is an extension of
personality. It is an achievement.
It is one of the ways in which a
person defines himself, measures
his worth and his humanity.

—David McCullough, writer

—Peter F. Drucker,
management consultant

To succeed in life in today’s
world, you must have the will
and tenacity to finish the job.

You can’t stop people from
saying bad things about you. All
you can do is make them liars.

—Steve Sears, writer

—Chin-Ning Chu,
business consultant

—Thomas Sowell, economist

Be nice to nerds. You may end up
working for them. We all could.

If we are to achieve things never
before accomplished, we must
employ methods never before
attempted.

It is not work if you
love what you’re doing.

—Charles J. Sykes, writer

—Francis Bacon,
philosopher

It just came to me.
This is something I
was meant to do.
—Apolo Anton Ohno,
Olympic athlete

My work is a game,
a very serious game.
—M.C. Escher, graphic artist

—Elbert Hubbard, writer

You should not confuse your career
with your life.
—Dave Barry, columnist

Opportunity is missed by most
people because it is dressed in
overalls and looks like work.
—Thomas A. Edison, inventor

You know you are on the
road to success if you would
do your job and not be paid for it.
—Oprah Winfrey,
talk show host

I have not failed. I’ve just found
10,000 ways that won’t work.
—Thomas A. Edison, inventor

I am enough of an artist to
draw freely upon my
imagination. Imagination is more
important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination
encircles the world.
—Albert Einstein,
physicist

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1318a Quote Stickers, Session 5
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Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes,
including the Table Tents.
Refer students to the Career Success Poster. Explain that so far in
the program, they have been practicing skills that employers want
to see in the workplace, including the 4Cs and soft skills. Today,
they will examine a different side of the journey to career success:
knowing their personal priorities, so they can find jobs they can
commit to and succeed in.
Review the following talking points about the importance of knowing
your priorities.

Key Term
Work environment
The surroundings in a
place of work, including
physical and social
conditions and other
factors, that affect
the quality of the job
experience.

Talking Points

Your generation is projected to work for a greater number of companies and
in a higher number of different jobs over the course of your work lives than
the generations before you. Some predictions show that your generation
will have three or four times the number of jobs over the course of your
work lives compared to past generations.
With that kind of predicted job turnover, it becomes essential for you to
evaluate what’s most important to you in your work environment. Those
priorities should be reevaluated every few years or if a major life change
occurs, like marriage or children.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Once you have established those priorities, use them as an anchor for
planning what kind of job you want and what education and training are
needed.
Think about the quality of life you want to have, so you can plan ahead with
those priorities in mind.
Interestingly enough, employers also want you to take time to establish your
priorities. They want employees who want their jobs. Businesses spend
time and money to recruit and train employees. That investment is lost if an
employee ends up not liking some aspect of the job and quits.

Explain to the students that they will now make some choices about what they want their
work future to look like. They will then prioritize those choices so they can focus their
career paths.
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Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Students use priority-setting tools to determine what is important to them as they think about
future careers.
Activity Setup Part I: I Would Rather
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Presenting Tip

Organize the students into pairs.
Distribute a Personal Priority Card Sheet to each student.
If students’ reading levels
Ask the students to keep the sheet intact until instructed
or class time is a concern,
to separate the cards.
read each set of options to
Starting in the upper left-hand corner of the sheet, each
the class, one at a time, and
student reads the first card silently.
have students circle their
Then, with their partners, they discuss which option seems
choice in each set. Then
better. Remind the students that there is no one correct
have them move on to the
answer.
prioritizing.
Time permitting, offer any personal insights you have about
the choices. Emphasize the pros and cons of each, but
If classroom management is
remember that just because a choice isn’t your preference
a concern, consider having
doesn’t mean it might not be right for them.
students complete this step
Once students have made a decision about which choice is
by themselves to avoid
better, ask them to circle it on their card. (If both choices are
distractions.
equally acceptable, have them circle both and resolve the
issue if that card makes it to their top 10.) Student pairs do
not have to agree on the same priority.
Repeat the process with the other cards, having the pairs
circle their preferred choice after each discussion. Some
options may seem a little obvious, but they will be used in
the second half of the activity.
After 10 minutes, if pairs have not discussed all of the cards and circled their choices,
ask the students to finish on their own so they will be ready to move on to the second
half of the activity.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
8.

9.

Below, describe a few personal examples that would illustrate some of your work priorities
from the Personal Priority Cards.
Note some of the priorities you have when you think about where you want to be in your
career in the next five years:
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Activity Setup Part II: Prioritizing

Once each student has reviewed all the cards and circled his or her choices, distribute a
Priority Triangle to each student.
1. Ask the students to separate their Personal Priority Cards. Tell them that folding the cards
along the perforated line makes separating them quicker and easier.
2. Tell students to turn the triangle to Side One and sort each card into one of the two
columns on the triangle based on whether the item circled on each card is a high priority
to them in their future work life or a lower priority.
3. Once that is done, have students move the two piles of cards off the triangle.
4. Ask them to turn the triangle to Side Two. Have them imagine they are at a job fair,
learning about various companies and trying to decide where to apply. Ask them to
choose their top 10 priorities from the high-priority pile and move those cards into the
boxes numbered 1 to 10, with 1 being the highest priority.
5. Ask the students to remove their top three cards and write those priorities directly on the
boxes numbered 1 to 3 at the top of the triangle, as a reminder to help them focus their
career research.
Ask for volunteers to share their top choices.

Debrief

Explain that it is important to keep these priorities in mind as they make choices that will
affect their future.
For example, if having financial security is important, that likely means some training or
education is in their future to get a job that pays well.
Encourage students to review their priorities periodically to be sure they are still pursuing
what is most important to them.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Tell the students that one way to keep a goal in mind is to find a quote that inspires them and
that can serve as a reminder of their top priority.

Distribute a set of Quote Stickers to groups of four students. Ask members of each group
to read through the quotes. Have each student take the sticker that best matches his or her
personal priorities.
Once the students have a sticker, they may select additional stickers they like and keep them
as reminders.

Summary and Review

Remind the students that their generation will experience a
record number of career changes. That means it is important
for them to know what their top priorities are so they can be
prepared and adaptable.
Encourage students to revisit their priorities every few years.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes to the students.
Tell the students to place their Priority Cards and Priority Triangles in their toolboxes
and repeat the prioritizing activity regularly.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the toolbox designated
with a 5.
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Tell the students to place their favorite quote sticker in the space provided.
Thank the students for their efforts and participation. Tell them that in the next session, they
will explore some factors to consider when researching careers: skills, interests, and the job
outlook in high-growth industries.
Ask the students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Extended Learning Opportunity
Career Exploration Tools

Junior Achievement offers career assessments to help today’s middle school and high school
students plan for their futures. Have students visit www.jamyway.org to research career paths
and discover tips to get and keep a job.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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Career Exploration Tools

Research jobs that interest you, using these online career exploration tools.
What’s your personality type? What are your interests and values? How about your strengths
and weaknesses? Knowing the answers to such questions can help you decide on what’s
best for you to do in the world of work. Junior Achievement invites you to take advantage of
the following free career exploration tools to guide you on your journey to what lies ahead.
If you’re over 14 years old, check out the JA Career Profiler Assessment by Truity, a fun,
informative way to separate what you like from what you dislike. The personal analysis takes
about 20 minutes to help you find a career that best suits your interests, skills, and values.
Enjoy discovering your passions and your purpose! Go to http://japrofile.org.
O*NET Interest Explorer, an online tool developed by the U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment, and Training, is available to all users and takes about five minutes to
complete. O*NET career exploration provides useful information you can use to identify
your strengths, the kind of work you like to do, and what you deem important. Use the
assessment to identify the education and training needed for careers that interest you and
their salaries, and find jobs that are in high demand. Go to https://www.mynextmove.org/
explore/ip.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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SESSION SIX

Know Who’s Hiring

Concepts

Overview

In groups, students analyze factors to consider when researching
careers: skills learned through training and education; interests
in various career clusters; and specific high-growth jobs and the
requirements needed to earn them.

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Analyze requirements needed for high-growth industries,
such as those offering STEM-related jobs (STEM = Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics).
Identify the education and training needed to be adaptable and
competitive in the job market.

Preparation

Career clusters
Career planning
Education and training
High-growth jobs
Interests
Job outlook
Post-secondary options
Skills

Skills

Analyzing occupations
Competition
Following written
instructions
Research skills
Working in groups

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the
teacher how best to organize the students into groups and
arrange the room for the activity.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the classroom.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text and margin notes. If
possible, post the terms in a visible place in the classroom.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunities beginning on Page 46. Discuss
implementation options with the teacher.
Ask for an updated class roster to fill out the Certificates of Achievement to be
distributed at the end of Session Seven. Have the teacher sign them.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete. Ask the teacher to help you keep track
of the time.

Materials
1
32
1
32
32
8
8
32

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Career Guides
High-Growth Job Profiles Sets (a–d)
Job Requirement Cards Sheets
Pens or Pencils (not included)

Junior Achievement
Banner

Career Success Poster

Table Tent

Career Success Toolbox

Fold

Career Guide

High-Growth Job Categories

Skills, Interests, Job Outlook

Ask students to refer to the back of their Career Guides.

MyJobHunt.org

1. Skills

Ask a student volunteer to read each of the following paragraphs and offer examples of jobs in each
category of high-growth careers.
• STEM Jobs (STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
Even though there are high unemployment rates in our country, thousands of jobs are currently unfilled
because there are not enough workers with the expertise in these four areas.
• Baby Boomer–Centered Products and Industries
With the large post–World War II generation of workers aging and retiring, any industry that provides
products and services to this generation is likely to grow. (Baby boomers were born between 1946 and
1964.) For example, as people age, they often have additional health needs. Also, as they retire, they
will want different recreational and leisure products.
The Skilled Trades
With a nationwide emphasis on traditional four-year college degrees, many of the skilled trades jobs
have been overlooked, causing a shortage of trained professionals such as plumbers, welders, and
electricians.

Technical skills
The abilities and knowledge used in a speciﬁc profession.

Job Listing

Educational/Training Options

Advanced, graduate,
or specialized degree

For more research on career clusters and high-demand industries
• Visit www.ja.org. Click on Student Center, then Explore Careers.
• Click on the box titled Browse Jobs and make a selection for more information.
• Also visit the U.S. Department of Education, www.ed.gov.

Game Instructions

1. Read each of the four High-Growth Job Proﬁles.
2. Separate the Job Requirement Cards by folding along the perforated lines.
3. Match the cards to the proﬁle that contains text that matches exactly.
4. For cards that include the label “career cluster,” you may have to cross-reference the career cluster
descriptions inside this handout.
5. Each Job Requirement Card is labeled with a number. Record the number for each of the cards in the
correct line below.

Degree/Program
Professional degree
Doctoral degree

Lifetime
Earnings*

$4.4 million
$3.4 million

Sample Careers
Doctor (MD)
Lawyer (JD)
University professor (PhD)
Electrical engineer
Software developer
Director of ﬁnance

Master’s degree

$2.5 million

Bachelor’s degree

Four-year bachelor’s degree

$2.1 million

Pharmacist

Associate’s degree

Two-year associate’s degree

$1.6 million

Veterinary technician
Dental hygienist
Registered nurse (RN)

Trade license, certiﬁcation,
journeyman, or apprenticeship

Some college or vocational
training High school diploma

$1.5 million
$1.2 million

Electrician
Plumber
Welder
Air trafﬁc controller
Fireﬁghter

High school dropout

$1.0 million

Varies by business; some
businesses require a diploma
or GED for all positions.

Answer Sheet

Radiologic Technologist

Accountant
Computer systems engineer

Radiologic technologists perform diagnostic imaging examinations, such as x-rays, on patients. Radiologic technologists:
• Adjust, maintain, and operate imaging equipment, based on precise orders from physicians.
• Prepare patients for procedures, including taking a medical history, keeping detailed records, and answering questions about
the procedure.
• Protect the patient by shielding exposed areas that do not need to be imaged.
• Work with radiologists reading the images to determine whether other images need to be taken.
• Specialize in using x-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or mammography equipment.

Career at a Glance
2010 Median Pay

$54,350 per year
$26.13 per hour

Entry-Level Education

Associate’s degree

On-the-Job Training

None

Job Outlook, 2010–2020

28% (Faster than average)

Work Experience in a Related Occupation
Number of Jobs, 2010

None
219,900

Work Environment

* Full-time workers (U.S. Census Bureau)

Information
Security Analyst

Join Us | Sign In | Resume

Highgrowth Job Proﬁle

Radiologic technologist (X-ray Tech)*

What is the single best predictor of how much income you’ll make in your life? If you guessed education, you’d
be right. Take a look at the chart below:

Radiologic technologists work in health care facilities. Technologists are often on their feet for long periods and may need to lift or
turn patients who are disabled. Like other health care workers, radiologic technologists may be exposed to infectious diseases and
radiation, but these risks are minimized by the use of protective equipment such as lead aprons, gloves, and other monitoring and
shielding devices. Some radiologic technologists must work evenings, weekends, or be on call.

Similar Occupations

Observations

Radiation therapists, nuclear medicine technologists, diagnostic medical sonographers, cardiovascular and vascular technologists.

Record three facts, conclusions, or responses you have to the data listed in the chart above.

*United States Department of Labor, www.bls.gov

Surveyor
Registered Nurse

*United States Department of Labor, www.bls.gov
©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1320 (a-d) High-Growth Job Proﬁles, Session 6
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Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes,
including the Table Tents.
Refer students to the Career Success Poster. Remind them that
they learned about skills employers are looking for, the 4Cs and
soft skills, and they have examined their own priorities. Next on
their journey to career success is exploring career options.
Explain to the students that when making a plan for future
employment, it is important to consider:
What they will be good at doing for a living. (skills)
What they will enjoy doing for a living. (interests)
What jobs are likely to have openings. (job outlook)
Tell students that today, they will brieﬂy explore their skills,
interests, and the job outlook.

Key Terms
Interests
A person’s preferred
activities or hobbies.
Job outlook
A prediction of the
future number of certain
jobs, based on current
economic factors.
Skills
A person’s talents or
abilities.

Talking Points

There are two essential tasks you need to do to have
some control over the type of work you will do as adults:
Graduate from high school to keep the most
options available.
Research, research, research. Explore careers,
career requirements, and salaries.
Explore as many options as possible, so that when it
comes time to commit to a career path, you have as
much information as possible.
You will be given some resources in this session to start
that research.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Students brieﬂy review education and training options; explore and rank their interest in the 16
career clusters; and compete in a card game to be the ﬁrst to match job requirements to selected
high-growth jobs.
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Distribute a Career Guide to each student. Ask students to write their name in the space
provided.
Remind students that in their career hunt, the three most important areas to explore are their
skills and interests and the job outlook. For the first of these, refer them to the front page of
the Career Guide to the section titled Skills.

Presenting Tip

Skills

Review with the students the definition of technical skills.
Remind them that each job requires specific knowledge and
abilities, ranging from the simple to the complex.
There are generally two ways to gain these skills: education
or training and experience.
Most employers look at applicants’ specific education and
experience when deciding who to hire.
Ask the students to take 2–3 minutes to read the information on
the education/earnings chart and to write three observations about
the data. An observation can be based on facts directly from the
chart or from some other conclusion or response to the facts.
When it appears most students have completed writing their three
observations, ask for volunteers to share one of theirs.

If students’ reading
levels or class time is
a concern, consider
reading the career
cluster descriptions
aloud and having
students mark their
handouts accordingly.

Key Terms
Career cluster
A grouping of jobs and
industries related by
knowledge and skills.

If not mentioned, highlight the following facts with the students:
Technical skills
The single best predictor of how much income you’ll make in
The abilities and
your life is education.
knowledge used in a
There is almost a $1 million difference in lifetime earnings
specific profession.
between a high school graduate and someone with a
college degree.
There are great careers that don’t require a four-year college degree but do require
training through a certificate program or two-year associate’s degree.
Higher education can be expensive, so it is important to weigh the cost of the training
or education with the potential increase in salary and quality of life.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Interests

Refer the students to the inside centerfold of the Career Guide.
The U.S. Department of Education has divided jobs into 16 career clusters. Define
career clusters.
Within those 16 career clusters are dozens of career pathways and thousands of jobs.
Spending time exploring the clusters now could open up opportunities the students
may not have known were available.
Ask the students to read the summary of each career cluster and circle the ones in which
they have high interest in doing further research.
Allow 7–10 minutes to complete the activity. Announce when there is 1 minute remaining.
Ask the students to review the clusters that most intrigued them and choose one they would
like to research for potential careers. Ask them to visit www.bls.gov for more information on
specific job positions.
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Ask for a few student volunteers to talk to the class about a career
cluster or job they would like to research on their own.

Key Term

Job Outlook

High-growth jobs
Remind the students of the three areas to explore to determine a
Occupations projected
career path: skills, interests, and the current job outlook.
to have more positions
Within the 16 career clusters are some industries with many
available than qualified
job openings expected in the future (high-growth jobs); jobs
applicants over the next
with specific skills that are in demand right now; and jobs for
10 years.
which there are not expected to be many future openings
(low-growth jobs).
The U.S. Department of Labor periodically updates data about
job outlooks, working conditions, and educational requirements.
It is important to know which jobs will be in demand in the future so you can make an
informed decision about whether to invest in that career path.
Some careers may seem glamorous or interesting, but openings may be limited and
jobs difficult to get. Some examples are: lawyer, actor, professional athlete, and
newspaper reporter.
Ask students to refer to the back of their Career Guides.
Ask a student volunteer to read each of the following paragraphs and offer examples of jobs
in each category of high-growth careers.
STEM Jobs (STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
Even though there are high unemployment rates in our country, thousands of jobs are
currently unfilled because there are not enough workers with the expertise in these
four areas.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Baby Boomer–Centered Products and Industries
With the large post–World War II generation of workers aging and retiring, any industry
that provides products and services to this generation is likely to grow. (Baby boomers
were born between 1946 and 1964.) For example, as people age, they often have
additional health needs. Also, as they retire, they will want different recreational and
leisure products.
The Skilled Trades
With a nationwide emphasis on traditional four-year college degrees, many of the
skilled trades jobs have been overlooked, causing a shortage of trained professionals
such as plumbers, welders, and electricians.
Tell the students they will have an opportunity to compete in a challenge to match job
requirements to some high-growth jobs.
1. Organize the students into teams of three or four.
2. Ask each team to refer to the back of the Career Guide in the section labeled
“Answer Sheet.”
3. Ask each group to assign someone to record the team’s answers on one copy of the
Answer Sheet. Recommend they use pencil, if possible, and write clearly so you
can easily read their answers.
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4. Distribute to each team:
Presenting Tips
A sheet of Job Requirement Cards.
A set of High-Growth Job Profiles, facedown. Ask the
students not to turn the profiles over until the
1. Consider offering
challenge begins.
a small prize for each
5. Ask the students to separate the Job Requirement Cards. These
member of the winning
tear more easily if the students first fold them along the
team.
perforated lines.
6. Explain the challenge: Teams will read the High-Growth Job
2. If classroom
Profiles carefully and then consult the Job Requirement Cards.
management is a
The cards contain the exact wording of job requirements listed
concern, consider
in the profiles. Students will match the cards to the correct
asking the teacher
profile. They will then record the numbers on the cards in the
to score the teams’
appropriate lines on the Answer Sheet on the back of the
Answer Sheets.
Career Guide. The winning team is the first in line to show their
responses to you (or the teacher) acting as judge.
3. If teams are
All of the job requirements on the cards are found in the
struggling, suggest
job profiles. Students will need to infer how the jobs fit into
each team member
a specific career cluster. They should consult the career
take one profile card
cluster descriptions inside the Career Guide.
and look for the job
Some cards are very similar, but the only correct answer for
requirements.
scoring is the card that exactly matches the profile text.
(The capitalization may be different.)
Teams that bring their answers up for scoring and are not 100 percent correct
must wait to resubmit their Answer Sheet until the other groups have
submitted theirs.
7. When all of the teams are clear about the instructions and rules, tell them they can
turn over their profiles and begin.
8. When teams complete their work, they will form a line by you (or the teacher). Judge
their Answer Sheets using the Answer Key below.
9. The first team with a correct sheet wins.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Answer Key
(Numbers can be in any order as long as they are in the correct line.)
Radiologic technologist
[3, 8, 10, 14, 17 or 13]
Information security analyst

[5, 7, 9, 15, 18]

Surveyor

[2, 4, 11, 12, 20]

Registered nurse

[1, 6, 16, 19, 17 or 13]

Once there is a winning team, tell the students to return to their seats and read the correct
answers. Ask the students if there were any job requirements or other profile information they
found surprising.
Tell the students the information on each card is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics website
(www.bls.gov), where they can find detailed job information about thousands of jobs. Note
that the requirements on the card were based on national statistics, so they might vary from
state to state.
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Summary and Review
Remind students that different jobs have different requirements.
It is important to research various jobs to understand what will be
necessary to be successful in each of them. It also is important to research the job outlook in
advance, because it can vary greatly from profession to profession.
Remind students to visit the Bureau of Labor Statistics website (www.bls.gov) for detailed
information on many jobs, including their job outlook and educational requirements.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes to students.
Ask students to place the Career Guide in their toolboxes and use it as a guide for
further research about possible jobs, career clusters, and educational and
training options.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the toolbox designated
with a 6.
Ask the students to list one job or career cluster they are interested in researching at
www.bls.gov.
Suggest the students maintain a list of jobs they come across that match their
interests and skills and keep the list in their toolboxes for additional research,
including whether the job is high growth.
Thank the students for their efforts and participation. Tell them that during the next session,
they will explore their personal brand and how to market themselves to employers.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Ask the students to insert their Table Tents in their toolboxes. Collect the toolboxes and the
Career Success Poster, and leave them with the teacher for use during the next session.

Extended Learning Opportunities
Opportunity One: Explore Careers

Direct the students to www.jamyway.org. Have them sign in, select My Career in the top
menu, then review the career clusters listed in the drop-down menu. Ask the students to look
for jobs that fall into the following categories:
P What they would enjoy doing for a living (interests).
P What they would be good at doing for a living (skills).
P What jobs are likely to have openings (job outlook).
STEM jobs
Jobs in baby boomer–related products and industries
Highly skilled trades

Opportunity Two: Job Outlooks for the Future

On Page 47 are some outlooks for high-growth (Best Job Outlook) and low-growth (Worst
Job Outlook) jobs. Suggested activities:
List on the board in random order those jobs with the best and worst employment
opportunities. Do not categorize them. Ask students to sort them based on which
jobs they think have the best and worst job outlooks.
Discuss why each job listed under Worst Job Outlook has decreasing
job opportunities.
Ask students to speculate on why one job might pay more or less than another.
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Best Job Outlook
Job

% Change

Salary

Growth Opportunity Category

Software Engineer/
Software Developer

+32%

$77,720–$120,500

STEM Job

Telecommunications
Equipment Installer

+15%

$40,000–$54,710

STEM Job

Construction
Services/Equipment
Operator

+23%

$32,550–$56,040

Skilled Trades

Registered Nurse

+26%

$22,380–$64,690

STEM Job/ Baby
Boomer Support

Electricians,
Plumbers,
Pipefitters,
and Steamfitters

+26%

$36,050–$64,790

Skilled Trades

Worst Job Outlook
Job

% Change

Salary

Growth Constraint

Postal Service Clerk

-41%

$25,720–$52,000

The U.S. Postal Service
continues to lose business to
other delivery options.

Office Receptionist

-23%

$25,720–$51,050

Automated answering
services are rapidly replacing
humans.

Desktop Publisher

-14%

$28,630–$47,320

Improved publishing
software is making it easier
and more affordable for nonprofessionals to do the work.

Newspaper Reporter

-14%

$25,000–$51,000

The emergence of Internet
news websites and the
decline in circulation of
newspapers and magazines
have reduced opportunities.

Floral Designer

-9%

$19,360–$29,650

Budget-conscious
consumers are opting to buy
loose fresh-cut ﬂowers from
grocery stores.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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SESSION SEVEN

Know Your Personal Brand

Concepts

Overview

Students work in teams to rate the personal brand of candidates
applying for a job by comparing cover letters, resumes, and digital
profiles of the candidates.

Brand
Cover letter
Digital profile
Job-hunting tools
Resume
Soft skills and the 4Cs

Objectives

Students will be able to:
Explore how to hunt for a job and the tools needed.
Determine choices they can make to create a positive
personal brand as they build their careers.

Skills
Analyzing text
Collaborating
Distinguishing appropriate
behavior
Reading a variety of
sources for information
Technical writing

Preparation

Review the session and list of materials. Discuss with the teacher
how best to organize the students into groups of four and arrange
the room for the activity.
Review the Key Terms as they are mentioned in the session text
and margin notes. If possible, post the terms in a visible place
in the classroom.
Post the Career Success Poster in a visible location in the classroom.
Check with the teacher in advance to determine how best to distribute the Certificates of
Achievement at the end of the class period. Make sure you have signed each certificate
and correctly spelled each student’s name. To access a digital copy of the certificate, go
to jabrand.org, select the Programs tab, then select JA Customizable Certificates.
Review this session’s Extended Learning Opportunities beginning on Page 54. Discuss
implementation options with the teacher.
If you have been asked to conduct the Post-Program Student Survey, see Page 4 for
instructions.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Recommended Time

This session typically takes 45 minutes to complete.
Ask the teacher to help you keep track of the time. Junior Achievement Table Tent
Banner

Materials
1
32
1
32
8
32
32
32

Career Success Poster

Junior Achievement Banner
Table Tents
Career Success Poster
Career Success Toolboxes
Candidate Records Sets (a–c)
Personal Brand Packets
Certificates of Achievement
Pens or Pencils (not included)

Career Success Toolbox
Student Name

Your personal brand is rooted in the basics: how you talk, dress, act, and write. In a
digital world, this includes:

Personal Brand Packets

1. Your voice mail.
Once you’re ready to enter the working world, “Not here—you know what to
do” is no longer an appropriate voice mail message. Consider a short, polite
message that is clear and free of background noises.
2. Your email address and signature.
An email account with a professional address is important. The research
suggests ﬁrst name, last name, and a few numbers if needed. You should
consider a different email account just for job hunting.

The Scenario

3. Social media sites.
Often the ﬁrst impression a prospective employer gets of you is from a Google
search. Many employers make a point to check proﬁles on social media sites,
such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, in preparation for an interview. You
must be careful about what you tweet and what you post.

You and your team are part of a Human Resources (HR) group at your company in charge of hiring new
personnel.
Some of your co-workers have been at a career fair looking for possible candidates to work for your
company. The company is large, with many different kinds of jobs available, so you have a variety of both
candidates and job positions available.

Tips about Your Social Media Footprint
• If you don’t think your parent or teacher would like it, it is likely that a
potential employer won’t either.
• Tighten your privacy settings on Facebook, Twitter, and other high-proﬁle
social media sites.
• Remove complaints about your job or boss, any conﬁdential work
information, and photos of yourself acting in a way that could be construed
as inappropriate.
• Don’t be invisible online; someone might think you don’t keep up with the
latest trends.
• Quickly learn about social media policies of your new employer, including if it
is OK to announce you are employed with them.

Today, you and your team will prescreen three candidates based on their cover letters, resumes, and digital
profiles. Your team will decide whether each candidate moves on to an interview based on the personal brand
presented in the Candidate Package.
Using the Candidate Evaluation Form on the inside of this packet, rate each candidate’s cover letter,
resume, digital profile, and other evidence of a personal brand. Then decide who, if any, will move on
to a face-to-face interview.

On Your Own

Key Term

Make a list of things to do to prepare your digital proﬁle to be viewed by potential
employers when the time arises. Google yourself and review all of your social media
proﬁles visible to the public.

Personal Brand
The personal expression of who you are
and what makes you unique.

©2013 Junior Achievement USA, HS1323 Personal Brand Packets, Session 7
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Presentation
Introduction

Greet the students. Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes,
including and the Table Tents.
Refer students to the Career Success Poster and remind them that
they are on a journey to career success. So far, they have learned
about various skills they need to succeed—the soft skills and the
4Cs. They also have learned they need to know what their personal
priorities are and what industries will be hiring in the future.

Key Term
Personal brand
The personal expression
of who you are and what
makes you unique.

In this final session, they will learn about something they already do every day: building their
personal brand. Define personal brand.
Display an image or say the name of a popular brand item, for example Nike footwear, Apple
iPod, or a Ferrari automobile, and discuss the following talking points.
What do you think of when you see this brand?
Companies do a lot of research and spend a lot of money to develop a brand image
that is positive and that people will remember.
They do this by producing a quality product that people will want to buy.
As a job seeker, you’ll need to develop your own personal brand as well.
Now ask the students to imagine if an auto manufacturer used images in its ads of a car that
was dirty or damaged.
That is what many job seekers do, without even knowing it, when they are careless
about the paperwork they submit for a job or careless about the reputation they are
building as a potential employee.
A personal brand develops over time. Once damaged, it is hard to rebuild.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Point out that the students will compete in the job market with other people who have been
building their personal brand over time. It is important to make choices now that will help
them stand out from the competition and help them land the job they want.

Activity
Activity-at-a-Glance

Teams work together to evaluate three candidates who are interested in interviewing for a job.
After reviewing the candidates’ cover letters, resumes, and digital proﬁle records, teams decide
which candidate will be brought in for an interview.
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Activity Setup
1.

Organize the students into teams of three or four.

2.

Distribute a set of Candidate Records to each group.

3.

Distribute a Personal Brand Packet to each student.

4.

Ask the students to refer to the front of the Personal Brand Packet and read the section
titled “The Scenario,” also reproduced below for your reference.

The Scenario
You and your team are part of a Human Resources (HR) group in charge of hiring new
personnel for your company.
Some of your coworkers have been at a career fair looking for possible candidates to work
for your company. The company is large, with many different kinds of jobs available, so
you have a variety of both candidates and job positions available.
Today, you and your team will prescreen three candidates based on their cover letters,
resumes, and digital profiles. Your team will decide whether each candidate moves on to
an interview based on the personal brand presented in the Candidate Records.
Using the Candidate Evaluation Form on the inside of this packet, rate each
candidate’s cover letter, resume, digital profile, and other evidence of a personal
brand. Then decide who, if any, will move on to a face-to-face interview.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
5.

6.

Tell the students to open their Personal Brand Packet to the section titled “Cover Letter
Tips.” Define cover letter. Ask the students to do the following:
a. Read the Cover Letter Tips.
b. Open and fold each Candidate Record to easily
Key Terms
compare the three candidate cover letters side by side.
(Demonstrate folding the records so only the cover
Cover Letter
letter shows for each candidate.)
A job applicant’s
c. Based on their personal impressions and the information
written introduction to
from the Cover Letter Tips, have students rate each
a potential employer
candidate’s cover letter on the Candidate Evaluation Form.
that summarizes the
d. Allow students 5 minutes to complete the task. Announce
applicant’s strengths
when 1 minute remains.
and skills.
e. Discuss the pros and cons of each candidate’s cover letter.
(A completed evaluation form with possible answers is
Resume
included on Page 52.)
A written summary of
a person’s education,
Refer students to the Personal Brand Packet section titled
skills, and work
Resume Tips. Define resume. Ask the students to repeat
experience.
the same process as above and discuss the findings using
the Candidate Evaluation Form. Allow students 5 minutes to
complete the task. Announce when 1 minute remains.
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7.

Refer students to the Personal Brand Packet section titled “Digital Profile Tips.” Ask
the students to repeat the same process as step 5 and discuss the findings using the
Candidate Evaluation Form. Allow students 5 minutes to complete the task. Announce
when 1 minute remains.

8.

Ask the groups to complete their reviews of each candidate’s record and fill in the
remaining blanks on the Candidate Evaluation Form, such as education and soft or
technical skills, using the evidence they find throughout the records. Allow students 5
minutes to complete the task. Announce when 1 minute remains.

9.

Ask each group to decide which candidate or candidates should move on to an
interview or be rejected.
Allow students 2 minutes to complete the task. Announce when 1
minute remains.
There is no predetermined correct response. There are strengths and
weaknesses built into each record, so a case could be made for interviewing
any one of them, all of them, or none of them.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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Possible Answers: Candidate Evaluation Form
Ryan

Allison

Mick

Cover letter

No cover letter.

Formatting errors, typos, Formal format, specific and
not specific.
detailed; personal reference
included; makes connection
between experience and job
opening.

Resume

Good professional
format; specific
information about
experience and skills
given; few errors;
appropriate email
address.

Inappropriate use of
color; typos; good,
specific information
given about experience
and skills; dates
provided; inappropriate
email address

Inappropriate email address;
inappropriate color and
border; typos; good summary
of experience; no dates given;
should not include hobbies.

Digital profile

Tough-guy post; poor
grammar and spelling;
may be perceived as
risky behaviors.

Good pictures and
professional and
positive post; portrays
good image.

Likes and photos look positive;
post criticizes previous
employer; spelling and
grammar errors.

Education

High school graduate.

Graduate of Wayne
College, management.

Studying at Wayne College.

Technical skills

Delivery, customer
service, machinery
maintenance, record
keeping, mechanical
skills.

Forklift operator,
shipping and receiving,
inventory control, quality
control, sales, math
skills, physical stamina.

Quality control, shipping and
receiving, measuring, drilling
(mechanical skills), food
preparation, teaching.

Soft skills

Leadership,
cooperation with team,
self-directed.

Communication,
motivation, hard worker,
organization.

People skills, communication
with variety of people,
hard worker, appears
compassionate/serviceoriented.

References to
check

Yes.

None given.

Mentioned name in cover
letter.

Pros

Hard worker, variety of
skills, has a reference.

Good image, good work
experience, good soft
skills; graduated from
Wayne College.

Good image, good work
experience, strong soft skills;
attending Wayne College.

Cons

Possible troublemaker;
limited education; not
sure of connection
between his experience,
skills, and position.

No references;
unprofessional in her
paperwork.

Criticized previous employer.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Final analysis
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Point out that a lot of personal information goes into a cover letter and resume, and even
more details are needed on an application. Encourage the students to begin collecting the
necessary information they will need and storing it in a secure location for easy access in
the future.
Time Permitting
If there is time in the class period, consider presenting the information in the Extended
Learning Opportunity titled “The Elevator Pitch” on Page 54. Many jobs today are found
through networking, and this is one skill that can be used to present their personal brand to
potential employers.

Summary and Review

Remind students of the terms discussed in this session. Emphasize
that personal brands are built over time and once damaged can
be difficult to repair. That is why it is important to be careful and
thoughtful about the personal and professional decisions they make today.

Career Success Toolbox

Distribute the Career Success Toolboxes to the students.
Ask the students to place their Personal Brand Packet in their toolboxes and use
it as they prepare for upcoming job opportunities.
Ask the students to refer to the section on the outside of the toolbox designated
with a 7.
Ask the students to write one or two of the most memorable or important facts
they have learned in the JA Career Success program to help them prepare for a
future career.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Remind the students that developing a career that is right for them takes time and work. Urge
them to find the career that will make them successful in life, whatever “successful” means
to them. “Success” may not mean a job that makes them rich. It may mean finding work that
gives them a balanced life, with enough income to enjoy friends, family, and hobbies. Ask
students what success in work will mean to them.

Final Visit

Review the JA Career Success program concepts. Tell the students
that understanding job outlooks and their own skills, interests, and
priorities will help them select the right education and career path.
Remind the students that a positive personal brand is important to
get and keep a job. Tell them to continue developing the 4Cs and soft
skills that all employers are looking for.
Tell the students and the teacher you enjoyed your time with them.
Thank the students for their participation.
Distribute the Certificates of Achievement, and encourage the
students to share them with their families and include them in their
toolboxes.

Presenting Tip
Consider asking each
student to sign your
Junior Achievement
Banner. Keep it as
a souvenir of your
experience.

Share what you learned or will remember from your time with the students. Invite them to
share their thoughts about their JA experience.
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Reminder

At the program’s conclusion, you may access an online survey at
www.ja.org/web/programs/resources to offer feedback on your
experience. Click on JA Career Success and then Surveys. Please
take a moment to complete the survey. Your comments will improve
the quality of Junior Achievement programs.

Extended Learning Opportunities
Opportunity One: The Elevator Pitch

Tell the students there is one more tool they can use to brand
themselves, and that is their elevator pitch. Sometimes they may
only have 30 seconds, the time it takes an elevator to go from the
bottom to the top ﬂoor, to explain their skills and experience to a
potential employer. To use that pitch, students should be prepared
to network. Networking is the best way to find a job.
1. Tell the students that research shows networking is the
most common way people find a job.
2. Give the students your own elevator pitch.
3. Tell the students it is important for them to take time to
build and practice their elevator pitch so they can use it
when networking or interviewing for a job.
4. Have them research sample elevator pitches online and
then write a pitch that demonstrates their own
individual brand.

Key Terms
Elevator pitch
A succinct, 30-second
summation of your
skills and abilities.
Letter of
recommendation
A written
communication from
someone who can
attest to your skills and
character.
Networking
Building relationships
with others who can
help you find a job and
be successful in your
work.
Reference
The name of someone
who can be contacted
to attest to your skills
and character.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Opportunity Two: References and Recommendations

At one time or another, most people will need a letter of
recommendation or reference from a non-relative for a job,
volunteer position, or scholarship. It is never too early to establish connections with people
who are able to provide a positive reference or recommendation.

What to do now before you need a recommendation or reference:
What
Friends and relatives are not
going to be able to serve as
credible references for you.
• Establish good
relationships with at
least two non-relatives,
apart from your friends,
who are in a position of
leadership or authority.
• Record their names and
contact information.
Update that information
regularly.
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Who
Teachers, coaches, scout leaders,
youth ministers, neighbors,
volunteer coordinators, counselors,
and others.
• Try to make connections in
more than one area to establish
that you are a well-rounded
person.
• Some recommendation forms
require at least one teacher,
so it is especially important to
make positive connections at
school.

How

•
•
•
•
•

Get involved—join a club,
sport, or other activity.
Be dependable and
responsible in your activities.
Speak up and be noticed for
positive things.
Demonstrate good character
and leadership.
Take risks. Try new activities
that lead to learning new
skills.
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What to do when you need a letter of recommendation or reference:
Make the Request

•
•
•
•
•

Follow Up

Even if you are just listing a person as a reference,
always ask permission in advance so the person can be
prepared to provide information about you.
Ask as far in advance as possible so the person has time
to meet the deadline.
Be clear about what information you need or want from
the reference. Be sure the deadline and expectations
are clear.
If the reference letter must be mailed, provide an
addressed and stamped envelope. Make this as easy as
possible for the person.
If the person is not thoroughly familiar with you, bring a
resume or other information to help the person know you
as well as possible; include the length of time he or she
has known you.

•
•
•

Follow up to make sure the
recommendation was done.
Send a thank-you note to the person
in appreciation of his or her time
and effort.
If you get the job, scholarship, or
position that you were seeking, let
the person know of your success
and that you appreciate his or
her help.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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GLOSSARY
Career cluster

A grouping of jobs and industries related by knowledge and skills.

Collaboration

Working together to reach a goal.

Communication

The process of sharing thoughts, questions, ideas, and solutions.

Conﬂict

A disagreement over opinions, principles, or interests.

Conﬂict management

The process of handling conﬂict fairly between people with opposing needs, ideas, or goals.

Constructive feedback

A suggestion that is intended to help or improve.

Cover letter

A job applicant’s written introduction to a potential employer that summarizes the applicant’s
strengths and skills.

Creativity

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
The ability to create something new or original, or to try a new approach to get things done.

Critical thinking

The process of using logic and reasoning to make a judgment.

Elevator pitch

A succinct, 30-second summation of your skills and abilities.

Entrepreneurial spirit

Viewing business problems as opportunities for innovation.

High-growth jobs

Occupations projected to have more positions available than qualified applicants over the
next 10 years.

High-performance team

A goal-oriented group that produces superior results through collaboration and creativity.

Interests

A person’s preferred activities or hobbies.

Interpersonal relationship skills

Traits that affect how a person interacts with others, particularly in a work setting.

Inventory list

A list that helps a business keep track of products it has on hand.
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Job outlook

A prediction of the future number of certain jobs, based on current economic factors.

Letter of recommendation

A written communication from someone who can attest to your skills and character.

Networking

Building relationships with others who can help you find a job and be successful in your work.

Personal brand

The personal expression of who you are and what makes you unique.

Problem solving

An orderly method of overcoming obstacles to arrive at a solution.

Purchase order (PO)

A legal document issued by a buyer to a seller that indicates the type, quantity, and price for
a product or service.

Reference

The name of someone who can be contacted to attest to your skills and character.

Restock

To replenish a store’s supplies.
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Resume

A written summary of a person’s education, skills, and work experience.

Skills

A person’s talents or abilities.

Soft skills

Personal attributes and behaviors not tied to a specific job.

Supplier

A company or person that supplies goods and services to a business.

Teamwork

A form of collaboration in which a structured group works together to reach a goal.

Technical skills

The abilities and knowledge used in a specific profession.

Work environment

The surroundings in a place of work, including physical and social conditions and other
factors, that affect the quality of the job experience.

Work ethic

A set of values based on hard work and doing the right thing.
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NOTES
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